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Scholarships
and Winners
Named Today
The faculty committee on Loans and
Awards headed by Dr. Raymond and
with Mr. Jederman, Mr. MacDonald,
Miss Christensen, and Miss Richards assisting him have recommended the following scholarships to students.
Ruby Augustine, Lake City, Sophomore
Ella Tucker Scholarship
Dona Baab, Minneiska, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Bernhard Bartel, Goodhue, Senior
Stephen Somsen Scholarship
Ruth Boler, Anoka, Senior
Beulah Norton Scholarship
Maynard Burt, Utica, Senior
L. L. Brown Scholarship
Evelyn Carlson, Stillwater, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Rockwell Carlson, Rushford, Freshman
W. W. Norton Schloarship
Angeline Clarke, Minneapolis, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Betty Clements, Bayport, Junior
Beulah Norton Scholarship
Marie Croonquist, Stillwater, Sophomore
Louise Sutherland Scholarship
Carroll De Wald, Red Wing, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Lillie Hanson, Medford, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Ruth Kjos, Peterson, Senior
Harriet Choate Scholarship
Jean Kruger, Rochester, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Cordelia Lundquist, Chaska, Senior
W. W. Norton Scholarship
Alden McCutchan, Minneapolis, Senior
World War Memorial Scholarship
Dagny Mindrum, Rushford, Freshman!
70th. Year Scholarship
Harriet Rollins, Caledonia, Sophomore
W. W. Norton Scholarship
Ronald Schenck,Galesville,Wis., Sophomore
L. L. Brown Scholarship
Erna Shield, New York Mills, Sophomore
W. W. Norton Scholarship
Mavis Smart, Lakeland, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Alverna Sprick, Lake City, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Ruth Steege, Zumbrota, Sophomore
D. A. R. Scholarship
Elaine Strand, Houston, Junior
Harriet Choate Scholarship
Ruth Swendiman, Dexter, Senior
Ella Tucker Scholarship
Elizabeth Ulwelling, Rose Creek, Freshman
70th. Year Scholarship
Clarence Viskocil, Montgomery, Freshman.
W. W. Norton Scholarship
Levern Wile, Randolph, Freshman
W. W. Norton Scholarship

WINONIS MAKES
SUCCESSFUL DEBUT
IN 1942 "WENONAH"
Clusters of students here and there—
yelling from one end of the hall to the
other — stairs blocked — general confusion — all these are proof that 1942
WENONAH is.off the press!
If one can judge by all the comments
overheard on the campus, the production of this annual has been really successful. Charles Balcer, editor-in-chief,
and Harold Nipp, managing editor deserve the laurels.
The WENONAH is dedicated to Mr.
French.
One new feature of the 1942 annual
is the use of the Indian Theme characterized by the Indian maiden, Wenonis.
Every staff member should be congratulated for his untiring work. Assistant editors of the annual were: Leslie
King, Richard Nelson, LeNore Johnson.
Special editors were: William Bleifuss,
Helen Parker, Olive Dornfeld, George
Sadowski, Mary Jane Martin, Carmen
Spande, and William Raymond.
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Stassen to Address Grads at Commencement
Awards, Honor Graduates
Announced this Morning
Due recognition and honors were
given this morning to the students who
were,outstanding in scholarship or activities during the time they spent at
our college.
Graduating with special honor tomorrow will be Vivian Pederson, Revere,
and Sonia Clarke, Minneapolis.
Graduating with honor are Evelyn
Anderson, Charles Balcer, Dorothy
Gardner, Madella Hagerthy, Leona Halstenrud, LeNore Johnson, Barbara Kissling, Fern McKnight, Mary Jane Martin, Dorothy Nordstrom, Dorothy Sullivan, and Evelyn Wood.
To graduate with a ranking of special
honor, students must achieve an average
of 2.5 or better. An average of 2.00 or
more is required for graduation with
honor.
Wenonah Players presented guard
pins to Elizabeth Tolleson, Harold Nipp,
Barbara Kissling, Mary Jane Martin,
Mavis Hanson, Marjorie Morcomb, and
Eva Lou Russell.
Three identification bracelets and one
special award were given by the Art
Club. The special award winner was
the club member accomplishing the
most in a short while. Mabel Hammervold won this honor. Bracelets - were received by Eva Lou Russell, Vivian
Pederson, and Mavis Hanson.
Charles Balcer, Betsy Bowen, Barbara Kissling, Harold Nipp, and Romaine Foss are the seniors who received
WINONAN pins. Harold and Charles also
received awards for their. work on the
WENONAH.

Scores Received
For English Tests;
T.C. Ranks High!
Announcement has just been made by
the department of English of the University of Minnesota of the results of
standardized tests given to college seniors who are majoring in English. The
results make possible a comparison of
results secured at W.S.T.C. with national scores as well as with scores of
Minnesota colleges, both teachers colleges and colleges of Liberal Arts, including the University.
In the Co-operative Literary Comprehension Test, 'Winona's median rank is
the 82nd national percentile. In the
same test Winona's median score of 68 is
very close to the Minnesota median of 71.
In the Co-operative English Test our
median rank is the 87th national percentile, and the median score of 69.5 is
practically at the Minnesota median of 70.
These records were made despite a
median intelligence score of 113, when
the Minnesota median was 120.
In the Carroll Appreciation Test our
median is 57, which is exactly the Minnesota median and well above the national norm of 53. In the World Literature Test our median score is 25, while
the Minnesota College median is 19.

"Winonan" Receives First Class
Excellent Rating From A. C. P.
"First-Class, excellent" is the rating
of this year's WINONAN as judged by the
Associated Collegiate Press. A score of
770 was attained. This is 30 points below
the eight hundred needed for an AllAmerican rating, the highest one given.
The strong point in the paper is the
news writing and editing, including the
treatment, content, and organization of
news articles, which was rated excellent.
"Your headlines have an interesting
twist and make-up in general is very
good," stated the press.
The features were commended for
their content and "very good display
with newsy heads." Favorable comments were also made on the editorial
page and the treatment and display of
sports articles.

Baccalaureate
Held Sunday
Baccalaureate services for degree students and two year graduates were held at 8:00, Sunday
evening, May 31, in Somsen Hall.
The baccalaureate sermon,
"Planted by the Waters," was
given by Reverend Lawrence E.
Brynestad, pastor of the Central
Lutheran Church, Winona.

'41-'42 Winonan Staff Retires

g

110 SENIORS, SOPHOMORES
TO HEAR GOVERNOR FRIDAY
The Honorable Harold E. Stassen, governor of Minnesota, will address the graduates of the senior and sophomore classes at the commencement exercises on Friday morning, June 5, in the auditorium
of Somsen Hall.
The program will begin with the processional march played by Miss Agnes
Bard. The invocation, given by Reverend Whitsitt of Winona, will follow and
immediately afterwards the Mendelssohn Club will present the number
"Jubilate, Amen," by Bruch.
At this time the Commencement address will be given by Governor Stassen,
following which President Mehus will'
present the classes. The presentation of
diplomas and the conferring of degrees
will be then given by Mr. Blake Nevius,
the resident director. The program will
close with the choral benediction, "Maker
of All Things," and the triumphal march
by Grieg, played by Miss Bard.

63 Receive B. S. Degrees

Governor Harold E. Stassen

Purple Key
Awarded to
10 Students
Membership in Purple Key is the
highest honor attainable at Winona State
Teachers College. It is awarded annually to a very few members of the
student body upon the basis of excellent
scholarship and helpful participation in
four or more extra-curricular activities.
The organization is entirely honorary,
and there are no officers nor meetings.
New members are: Sonia Clarke, Betty Clements, Eldon Brandt, William
Bleifuss, Elizabeth Belgum, Alden Knatterud, Alden McCutchan, Bernhard Bartel, Ruth Kjos, and Ruth Swendiman.
Old members are: Evelyn Anderson,
LeNore Johnson, Leona Halstenrud.
Charles Balcer, Barbara Kissling, Dean
Bredeson, Maynard Burt, Mary Jane
Martin, Vivian Pederson, and Virginia
Johnson.

College Plans Two
Summer Sessions
The College this year is again
having two summer sessions. The
first session will begin June 8, and
continue until July 17; the second
session begins July 20.
These two sessions are planned
to accommodate students who wish
to work toward a diploma or degree,
to earn credit toward a special certificate, or to increase professional
efficiency.

ALUMNI NOTES I
Miss Lois May Ross, a graduate of
the college in '37, was married May 23
to Second Lieutenant Ernest Ready of
Winona. Miss Ross before her marriage
taught at Kasson two years and has been
teaching at the Jefferson school for the
last three years.
The Rev. Calvin H. L. Barkow, a
graduate of the college, will begin his
duties as dean of the St. Michael's
cathedral in Boise, Montana, June 7.
Lloyd Finley, a student at the college
for two years, and Milton Roelofs, class
of '41, received commissions as second
lieutenants at Texas airfields last month.
Cyrus Jennings, a former instructor at
the college in 1923, was commissioned
as a major in the army. He is stationed
at Charleston, South Carolina.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Johnson of Alden, Minnesota.
Mr. Johnson, a graduate of Winona, is
teaching industrial arts. Mr. Gross, also
a graduate of the college, is superintendent there.
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Kappa Delta Pi Elects
New Members For '42 '43
-

Don't forget the alumni news! Put in
this story — it will please the parents.
Don't put that in, or the faculty will
kick. The high school students shouldn't
see this in a teachers' college paper. No!
Pictures take too much money and our
budget won't let us have any more.
The Associated Collegiate Press doesn't
like that kind of news — better leave it
out. The paper has to go down a week
to the press before it comes out — we
can't put that in then. This will praise
the school — what if the students do
know all about it?
With such warnings, admonitions, criticisms, and comments constantly before
the WINONAN staff, the paper goes to press.

With the coming of June the new staff
moves in and the old moves out. This
year leaving the WINONAN are from left
to right in the picture; the editor and
page editors—B. Kissling, C. Balcer, B.
Bowen, H. Nipp. R. Foss was absent
when the picture was taken.
Others who have worked on the paper
and who are graduating or won't be
back next year are: LeNore Johnson,
Evelyn Anderson, Mary Ann Ranger,
Lorna Mae Olson, Carmen Spande, Raymond Kenney, Mary Jane Martin, Helen
Parker, Planetta Lang, Jack Brokken,
Marie Stanek, Bill Raymond, and Sonia
Clarke.

GGO. use, C/GGO fuck, qtattates.

Sixteen new members have been admitted to the Kappa Delta Pi, a national
educational honor society. The requirements for membership state that the
student must have a scholastic average
of at least 1.70, must participate in at
least two extra-curricular activities, and
must have completed twenty-eight hours
of college work, including special educational courses. Its purpose is to maintain high aims and standards of the
teaching profession. Mr. Simmers is the
advisor of the Winona organization,
known as the Gamma Tau chapter.
The new members are: Cordelia Lundquist, Alden McCutchan, Marjorie Morcomb, Betty Nash, Lorna Mae Olson,
Elizabeth Belgum, William Bleifuss,
Elizabeth Bowen, Eldon Brandt, Sonia
Clark, Leland Engelien, Ethel Gibbons,
Ruth Kjos, Ruth Swendiman, Mrs. Dean
Bredeson, Dean Bredeson.

7.

C.

Those students receiving the Bachelor
of Science degrees are the following:
Evelyn Anderson, Nye, Wis.; Charles
Balcer, McGregor, Iowa; Carol Bard,
Winona; Alathew Barry, Lewiston; Ida
Bess Bates, Minneapolis; Elizabeth
Bowen, Winona; Eldon Brandt, Bellingham; Dean Bredeson, Alinneapolis; Mary
Waldo Bredeson, Winona; Gretchen
Brodie, Winona; Helen Carroll, Caledonia; Sonia Clarke, Minneapolis: Joseph Clawson, :Minnesota City; Eldon
Coyle, Harmony; Helen Denison, Mazeppa; Olive Rue Dornfeld, St. Paul;
Robert Eastin, Truman; Frances Eden,
Winona; Genevieve Edstrom, Worthington; Fredric Eifealdt, Winona; Doris
Ellingson, Spring Grove; Ruth Fakler,
Winona; Romaine Foss, Cochrane, Wis.;
Leona Halstenrud, Jeffers; Mabel Hammervold, Preston; Mavis Hanson, Winona; Ruth Hassio. Rochester; Enid
Johnson, Winona; LeNore
'
Johnson, Delhi; Ronald Johnson, Plainview; Leslie
King, Stewartville; Barbara Kissling,
LaMoille; Rita Knowlton, Winona;
Planetta Lang, St. Paul; Alargaret Little, Kasson; Fern _McKnight, Rochester;
Ann Martin, Farmington; Mary Jane
Martin, Lake City; Marjorie Morcomb,
Winona; Betty Jane Nash, Winona;
Allan Nussloch, Lewiston; Marcia Nelson, Winona; Harold Nipp, Lake City;
Pearl Nipp, Lake City; Lorna Mae Olson, Winona; Norris Olson, Harmony;
Helen Parker, Rochester; Nina Rauk,
Spring Grove; Orville Renslo, Caledonia;
Eva Louise Russell, Plainview; Irene
Sackett, Stewartville; Margaret Schleselman, Fountain City; Carmen Spande,
Mabel; Dorothy Speltz, Albert Lea;
Harriet Stahmann, Winona; Marie Stanek, Stillwater; Rosewayne Stephenson,
Houston; Leroy Streuber, Winona;
Charles Sulack, Winona; Zena Marie
Tebo, Winnebago, Nebr.; James Vance,
Winona; Ahna White, Winona; James
Zimdars, Winona.
(Continued on page 10, column 1)

"Deserters" Attend
Faculty Conference
Winona State Teachers College was
deserted (with permission) by seventeen
members of the faculty on Thursday,
May 21. The "deserters" were in the
college bus bound for Bemidji to attend
the State Teachers College Inter-faculty
Conference. (They didn't forget to visit
Paul Bunyan and "Babe", the Blue Ox.)
May 23, they looked again on our Alma
Mater. All seventeen were back at their
desks Monday. They can take it!!

Alumni Society to Induct
'42 Graduates Tonite
President Mehus will act as toastmaster at the Alumni dinner tonight at
Morey Hall. Mary Jane Martin, President of the Senior Class, will give the
response when the class of 1942 is inducted into the Alumni Society by Peter
Loughrey, President. Ralph Spencer,
class of 1940, will be the speaker of the
evening. As part of the program, the
Mendelssohn Club will sing. Mrs. Winifred Schwartz ;Fairbanks, Northfield, of
the Fifty-year class of the college was
in charge of inviting the members of her
class to the dinner.
Mr. Glenn Fishbaugher is in charge.
of general arrangements.

will 'Miss tiour.
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LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
White As Snow "You ought not to talk that way,"
said Hans Lysaker. "It isn't right!"
"Oh, shucks! what's the harm? I
like to see the silly way he rolls his eyes
when we ask him if he's kissed her yet.
Here he comes now." It was John Lundberg who spoke, and he moved over to
the counter where he would have a
better view of everything.
"Yes, here he comes," agreed Hans.
"You fellows are so mean I'd like to
throw you out of my store."
Everybody laughed. The store was a
country store, the only store in B —, and
it sold everything from pins to summer
sausage. John cut off a generous slice
of it, since it lay there on the counter
exposed to such as he. Hans looked at
him. He looked at each one of the five
boys in turn with a sense of loathing.
He wondered if they ever did any work.
The likes of them never grew ashamed
of living off their parents, he guessed.
It was a good thing they never had gone
to high school. They would have spoiled
too many of the boys. He wished he
had the backbone to tell them to pick
up their feet and get out. Every night
they came here to the store to spend
the evening in vulgar talk. Hans was
sick of it.
What sickened him most was the way
they tormented Earl Trumbel. They
were putting unhealthy ideas into his
head. Hans knew; he had noticed the
change in Earl. There was a new restlessness in his over-awkward actions. He
no longer met a look of child-like faith
in Earl's eyes. For that matter it was
a long time since Earl had met his
glance squarely. Yes, he was sick of
their treatment of the boy. He'd be
happy if he dared rid himself of them,
but he couldn't risk that. These boys
represented five families who were his
good customers. To forbid them anything would mean the loss of much business, and business was poor enough as
it was.
Hans sighed as the door opened and
Earl came lumbering in. Earl Trumbel
was tall, broad, and might have been
well-built, if it had not been for his
humped back, and for the fact that his
arms dangled like superfluous appendages at his side. Earl was very conscious of them. Sometimes he would
raise them both, and run them through
his shock of thick sandy-colored hair, or,
if he were at a total loss, he would swing
them in pretense of boxing someone.
Hans looked at him as he came toward
the counter grinning broadly, and
thought for the thousandth time what
a burden he must be to his widowed
mother. It was queer that a woman as
pretty and as smart as Mrs. Trumble
could have a son like Earl. He could
do chores well, that was a blessing.
"Hello, Earl," Hans greeted him.
"What is it for you tonight? Maybe
you just came in for fun?"
"I want peppermints for five cents,
and a box of snuff," said Earl, as he
picked up the sausage knife intending
to whittle a bit off the counter. Hans
said nothing but reached over, and Earl
dropped the knife.
"Peppermints! snuff!" exclaimed John.
"I thought you came here to buy a new
tie."
Earl looked bewildered, and quickly
hid his glance under his shaggy brows.
"Yes, I heard you were taking Inga
to the ice cream social Sunday night,"
contributed Martin from his perch On
the coffee barrel. "You should have a
new tie. Inga likes to have her man
look pretty.'
"I certainly thought it was settled by
now," chimmed in Iver. "Didn't you
ask her that day when you met her by
Boreson's creek? You talked to her
long enough." They laughed insinuatingly.
Earl had taken an orange out of the
box, and was throwing it from hand to
hand. Out of the corners of his eyes,
he looked first at one and then another.
Hans tried to get him started for
home. "Here's your snuff and candy,
Earl," he said, but Earl did not move.
"If I could take a girl as pretty as
Inga to a party, I would buy a new tie,"
said Henry. "What's more, I'd buy a
new suit, and kiss her goodnight when I
left."
This was too much. Earl tried to
hurry out, but tripped over someone's
feet and stumbled out the door. Roars
of laughter followed him down the road.
The cool wind eased his embarrassment,
and as he trudged up the path to his
home, he became collected. He thought
the matter over. Maybe he ought to
ask Inga. That day by the creek she
had told him about the social, and had
asked him to tell his mother. How would
he get a new suit, though? A new suit
cost a lot of money. He did not remember how much his mother had paid
for his old one. He fished a peppermint

out of his pocket without removing the
package. Well, he would have to ask
mama. Tomorrow he would ask her.
He sang "My poor Nelly Gray" in
monotone. He reached the top of the
steep hill and looked toward their home.
The bright moonlight was reflected from
the many-paned windows of the house.
It was a frame house, unpainted and
old, with a lean-to at the back. Earl
looked up at the moon, and remembered
that the boys had told him many times
it was cheese. "Bet God just put that
there so the mice can't eat it," he said
aloud. What he really saw in the moon
was a new blue suit with a new tie
hanging out of the pocket. He smiled
as lie fumbled the latch.
"Is that you, Earl?" Mrs. Trumbel
called from her bedroom.
"Ya, mama."
"Go right to bed now . . . Earl, it's
not time to build a fire. Go to bed."
He stopped struggling with the stove
lid, and climbed the steep stairway to
the loft. He undressed and crawled
into the rope bed. Maybe a new suit
would cost ten dollars. Inga liked pretty
suits. Yes, he ought to take Inga to the
social, of that he was sure, and he fell
into untroubled sleep.
His mother called him early the next
morning, but he did not get right out of
bed. He lay on his back, hands behind
his head, and wondered what day it
was. He stared vacantly, resting his
eyes first on one thing, and then on
another. Finally they came to stay on
his tie rack above the wash stand. Three
ties hung there. Then he remembered
the new tie and the new suit. Today
was the day he would ask mama for a
new suit. '
"Earl, come down. Breakfast is
ready," insisted his mother.
"Ya, I'm coming."
If Mrs. Trumbel had observed him
closely, she would have recognized the
unusually alert look on his face, but she
was a resigned being, who took each day
as it came. She had to. It was ten
years ago that Adam had died, leaving
her with thirteen-year-old Earl and this
farm. She had to lease the acreage, of
course, but even so they made a fair
living. She sat down opposite her son.
The contrast was marked. Earl's mother
was a little women, so little that her feet
barely touched the floor as she sat.
Under the deep lines of resignation, her
face looked kind and intelligent. Although she had directed Earl all the
years of his life, she never quite got used
to the shock of seeing the big body that
housed his little mind. She experienced
it again today, as she glanced at him
across the table. Her heart warmed
toward her son.
"Where were you last night, Earl?"
she asked.
"At the store. I got you some peppermints." He wrested the package out of
his pocket and gave them to her.
Because she knew it would please
him, she took one and let it melt in her
mouth as she sipped her coffee.
"Mama — "
"Yes?"
"Can I have a new suit — and a new
tie?" He almost choked over the words,
kept his eyes on his plate, and swallowed
loudly.
Mrs. Trumbel was surprised, and
shocked, but she was glad, too. This
was the first time he had ever showed
any interest in his appearance. She
could not refuse.
"Why, yes, of course you can. We
will go to town this afternoon to buy it.
Clem may be driving up."
Earl left the rest of his food and escaped to the barn with his secret. In
no time at all chores were over, and he
met Clem coming through the farm yard
on the way to the field. "My, you are
early today. It beats me what a fast
worker you are," said Clem.
Earl beamed. He walked to the house
with the long can of milk to be separated
in one hand, and swinging the empty
pail in the other. Blue would be the best
color to get, but if he couldn't get blue,
he would get black. He blushed when
he remembered that wedding suits were
usually black. He had seen Hans' wedding suit many times.
His mother met him at the door, took
the can of milk into the lean-to, and
poured it into the separator. She always
did this, because she did not want the
milk spilled over the edges.
"Don't go away now, Earl," she said.
"Clem is taking us to town. We must
be ready to go when he comes, you know.
Don't press the handle so hard. The
separator's running away with you!"
Earl did not hear her. New suit . . .
new suit . .. new suit the hum of the
machine kept saying to him. As he
made the final effort to complete the
separating, and dropped the handle, the
realization that he would have to ask

By Nina Rank
Inga struck him like a blow.
The idea of going to town suddenly
lost all its excitement. When the. time
came to leave, he asked his mother if he
had to go. "Of course you do, Earl.
How would I know if the suit fitted or
not unless you tried in on!" Mrs. Trumble was happy. Her curly gray hair was
fluffed around her small face, and not
braided as usual, but dressed in a knot
at the nape of her small neck. Her
brown eyes twinkled. In the black purse
tucked under her arm was a list of the
things to buy, and enough money to
pay for a good suit.
Clem was talkative on the way to
town. He covered every topic — the
weather, the crops, the fences he had to
build — and then he said, "If the
weather keeps up there will be a sight
of people at Bernt's for the social Sunday. I hear the chorus from Luther will
be there. You ought to go, Earl. Give
people a treat. Show off your new suit."
Clem was serious. He had often thought
it would be better if Earl hung out at
the store less, and went other places
more.
The only response he got was an embarrassed laugh. Earl felt uncomfortably warm. He wished he were home
again. He wanted to be by himself so
he could decide how to ask Inga. He
was glad when Clem stopped the car in
front of the store and they went in, not
because he was anxious to try on the
suits, but because he wanted to get home
soon.
The new suit had been hung in the
closet with the tie hanging out of the
pocket, when Earl went out to do chores
that night. He did not start milking
right away. He sat on the stool and tried
to think how he would let Inga know
that he wanted to go to the social with
her. The thought of using the telephone
scared him. He could not write to her.
He would have to ask her face to face.
The thought of it made his throat dry.
He practiced what he would say. "Inga,
I can walk to the social with you if you
are scared." Then he hastened to add,
"I got a new blue suit." He tried to
repeat this over and over. Sometimes
all he said was, "Inga, walk with me,"
or "My suit is blue for the social." His
mother called him before he was half

through milking.
At supper he was quiet. "He looks
almost sullen," thought his mother.
"Maybe he would rather have had the
black suit." She remembered that he
had gone back to touch it many times,
and that he had admired the buttons.
After several attempts to draw him out,
she gave herself up to her thoughts.
Earl had changed. He had something
on his mind. At meal time ever since
he could talk, he had prattled continuously. He had had to be reminded to
eat every so often, but lately he had eaten
his food almost without talking.' Tomorrow she would walk down to see
Hans. He might know what was bothering Earl.
Across from her Earl sat struggling
with his problem. He had forgotten
what day it was. What if it should be
Sunday tomorrow? It might be. Going
to town had made everything seem different. Was it today the cream hauler had
come, or was that yesterday? If it was
today, then today was Thursday. Just
as he left the table, his mother asked him
to bring the empty cream can from the
cooler. Then he knew the cream hauler
had been there today.
"I wish you would spend the evening
at home with me tonight, Earl. I'll get
the popper out, and 1,ve'll,pop some corn.
And I'll read the story about Laddie."
Earl looked stricken. There wasn't
anything he liked better than to pop
corn. He would sit quietly for an hour
listening to his mother's pretty voice as
she read about Laddie. The part where
the dog was run over was the saddest
part. Everytime he heard that, he had
to fight the tears. He wanted to stay,
but some force tugged at him, and he
bolted out the door saying, "I'll be back,
mama."
Once outside he had to go somewhere.
He couldn't go to store and have the
boys laugh at him, tonight. He thought
he would walk past the Morstad house.
Inga might be alone in the garden. If
she was, he could talk to her. But when
he got there, it was Mrs. Morstad who
was outside.
"Earl, I'm glad you came. This little
fir tree looks as if it's dying. If you'll
carry two canfuls of water for it, I won't
have to. I was just hoping you would
come along," said Mrs. Morstad. She
knew he would be pleased to do her a
favor. As she pumped, and he stood
awkwardly holding the handle of the

The Web Grant Street sprawled its full length
upon Chicago's east end. Along its
sides huddled dirty brown frame apartment houses, before which ragged little
girls with stringy blond hair and runny
noses squatted to play jacks, or whirred
up and down the , sidewalks on rusty
roller-skates. The leaves of the few
twiSted elm trees that grew on vacant
lots or between houses were dusty and
limp in the spring twilight.
A tall, stocky man in greasy work
clothes walked slowly down Grant Street
toward Mrs. Paskowski's tenant house.
His face was fleshy, his matted hair ash
blond, his eyes deep-set and kind. He
stopped before the sagging porch of a
four-story wood house.
" 'Evenin, Mr. Paskowski," he yelled
to a bloated, horse-jowled Bohemian
wedged in a black leather rocking chair
upon the porch.
" 'Evenin," grunted the Bohemian.
The man walked to the rear of the
house and climbed the rotting wooden
stairs that zig-zagged up the back of the
building. On the third floor landing he
paused to bang down the lid of an overflowing garbage can, then swung open
the rusted screen door and entered the
dim, pan-cluttered kitchen. He heard
Ruth moving about the bedroom.
"That you, Ralph?" The voice was
shrill, irritating, and edged with anger.
"Yeah." He slid his lunch pail under
the sink after first pushing aside the
curled potato peelings that clogged the
drain.
Ruth entered the kitchen and cleared
the dirty plates from the table. He
watched her through the water-spattered
mirror above the sink. He wondered
why she never bothered to clean up
anymore — shapeless, spotted house
dress torn under the arms, straggly yellow hair, scaling patent-leather slippers
run-down at the heels, face pasty and
lined.
"Where ya' 'been?"
"Hadda work late. Where's Denny?
In bed?"
"Well whadya think? It's almost
eight o'clock. Ralph, I should think you
could tell me the days you're gonna be
late. Supper ain't fit to eat."
"Well, — Ruth, I can't tell when
I'm going to work late. Where's the
towel. Oh."
"Well, if you think . . . " She stopped,

can over the spout, he looked around,
hoping to see Inga.
"It's full; you may take it now," said
Mrs. Morstad, but Earl did not hear
her. "I said you could take the can,"
she repeated, and Earl carried it off,
spilling some of the water in his embarrassment. "I'm going to make you a
glass of lemonade. When you have carried one more canful, come inside. We
will be waiting for you in the kitchen."
But when he had carried one more
can, Earl could not make himself walk
up to the house. He stooped to tighten
his shoe lace. Then he took the can to
the pump, and started pumping more
water. He wondered about the strange
feeling that made him catch his breath,
and made him afraid to go inside. He
left the pump and hurried to the gate,
but Mrs. Morstad called him back.
In the house he said nothing, but he
did sit down. Inga was at the kitchen
table working. He wondered what she
was doing. It was funny that he was
afraid to look at her tonight. Her mother
brought him a glass of lemonade, set
one on the table for Inga, and taking
one herself, she sat down to talk to him.
"Is your mother bringing cake to the
social, Earl?" she asked.
"I don't know," he managed to say.
"She's going, isn't she?"
"Ya."
"Well, tell her if she has to bring a
cake, I'll make it for her. I haven't
forgotten all those pretty dahlia roots
she gave me this spring. Can you remember to tell her?"
Inga offered to write it in a note. She
knew it would be easier to remember if
he had something to give her. Earl stole
a glance at Inga as she wrote. Her skin
was white, as white as snow he thought.
Her eyebrows were as black as her hair.
There were a few freckles on her nose.
But now she was folding the note. Earl
turned his attention hastily to his
lemonade, and did not look at her again.
She came toward him, and he was
conscious of the smell of flowers. He
did not look at her when he took the
paper, and he tried not to touch her
white hand, but his fingers were clumsy,
and he did. A shock went through his
body as he jerked the note away.
"Ask her, ask her!" something kept
telling him. He looked behind him. He
thought it was John's voice he heard.
Inga was speaking to him, but he did
(Continued on page 8, column 3)

By Dick Nelson

then walked with slow tired steps to the
oven. She returned to the table and set
down a pan.
"Stew?" he asked.
"Yeah. Better eat it before it gets
any colder than it is. We've eat already."
Ralph threw the towel on the cupboard and sat down at the table. He
pushed a large helping of stew over the
edge of the pan onto his plate. Ruth
stood watching him. At length he stopped
eating and looked up at her.
"Ruth, I been thinkin' about us gettin'
outa here. I got it all . . . ."
"Oh, for God's sake, honey, don't
start that again."
He became silent and continued eating — and thinking. Tonight he would
tell her. She'd be glad to leave Chicago
too, if she knew it was possible. And
now, after secretly keeping a bit out of
each pay check, he has saved enough
for train fares and enough to get them
started in Wisconsin. Perhaps it hadn't
been fair, not telling Ruth. But Ruth
was funny. Funny.
"Ralph?"
He snapped out of his reverie. "Yeah?"
"Let's go to the show tonight, I ain't
been out of this dump in three
weeks."
"Well, I dunno, Ruth. I'm pretty
tired tonight."
He sopped up the remaining stew on
his plate with a piece of bread and pushed
the dripping morsel into his mouth.
"Besides, Denny'll wake up."
"No he won't, Ralph," Ruth pleaded,
"No he won't. He ain't never yet wake
up at night — very often."
Ralph went into the living room,
flopped into the only "easy" chair. Ruth
followed him.
"Mrs. Paskowski'll look in once in a
while to see if he's all right if I ask her.
I can do the dishes tomorrow morning."
"We gotta save, Ruth."
Her voice rose to a shrill staccato.
"Oh, sure we gotta save! We gotta save!
And eighty cents a month fcir a little
fun would just about break you, wouldn't
it?" She stopped, looked at him. He
said nothing. She continued. "My . .
I ain't been outa here in weeks! If ya
wanted a slave for a wife whyncha marry
one? I ain't had a new dress all year.
Denny's so ragged and dirty
I'm ashamed to say he's my kid."
"Be quiet. You'll wake him."

"I don't give a
if I do! I'm
getting sick, and tired of . . . ."
"Ruth!"
What!"
h
I'm
W o"rta glad this happened. I
was gonna surprise you tonight anyway
and you'll like it all the better now."
She studied his face, trying to divine
his mood.
"Ruth, I've known for the past two
years about how hard it was for you to
live like this. I've also known that
we'd be a sight happier if we
got away from here . . . ."
"That again . . . ."
"Listen. Let me finish. You think all
this about movin' to Wisconsin is just
talk. What if I was to tell you we was
leaving next week?"
Ruth laughed, loudly, scornfully.
"Don't laugh, Ruth. Listen. Back in
Wisconsin we . . . ."
"Yes, I know," Ruth mocked, "We can
get a new start because you lived there
when you was a little kid and you liked
the pretty green hills and smelly farms."
"Ruth! I ain't kidden' I've saved
enough from my pay checks to get us
out of here and give us a new start."
He waited for her reply. She only stared
incredulously at his smiling face. "I
knew you'd like that, honey," he continued, "Why we'll go where Denny can
play on green grass instead of a wooden
floor. He don't look so good, Ruth. It'll
do him good. And we'll go where we
can breathe air that hasn't been used
by a dozen other people. We'll work on
some farm till we get something better.
Oh, honey, there won't be any more
noisy streets or time schedules or . . ."
"How much you saved?" Her voice
was brittle and cold.
"About a hundred and thirty dollars."
And I couldn't go to a
show, she mumbled.
"
"

IWhsaaitrI couldn't go to a
movie! I couldn't have forty cents out
of a hundred and thirty dollars."
"But honey, I been trying to save all
I cann . . . ."
" . . . While Denny and me go
around in rags and have to stay cooped
up in this rotten hole. You hadda go
ahead with this cute little plan of yours
without askin' me, dincha? Did it ever
occur to you that I may not want to
Continued on page 8, column 1
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Ration i ng Daze
by Genevieve Edstrom
The gymnasium of the Emerson Elementary School was a bee-hive of wellordered activity. At each of twenty
tables a self-conscious citizen was being
interviewed by a pair of slightly tired,
slightly bored teachers, who asked questions in carefully courteous voices, recorded answers, issued ration books,
explained their use, smiled good-bye to
the departing applicant, and turned the
same somewhat strained smile on the
new one, who slid into the chair opposite
them almost before it had been vacated.
At Table Eleven Judith Wilson raised
noncommital blue eyes and asked, "Are
you sure, Madam, that your three-yearold son weighs one hundred and thirty
pounds?" in a gentle tone that suggested
that it was altogether possible, of course,
but perhaps there was some slight mistake in the figures. Having accepted
the confused apology of the shabby little
woman across from her with the smiling
comment that it was easy to make these
little mistakes, she supervised the signing of the books, carefully explained the
use of the stamps, and gently but firmly
sped the woman's departure.
Agnes Brady grinned affectionately at
Judy and remarked, "The diplomatic
service lost a good man when you went
into teaching. I've ruffled more feathers
for you to smooth down this afternoon
than anyone else in the system could
have done in a week. I must be a genius
of some kind."
Judy snorted in mock anger. "It's a
good thing poker isn't one of your major
vices. That face of yours registers every
thought you have. Mrs. Agnew stated
that she was twenty-nine, and every
square inch of your visage shouted
`Liar!' "
"I didn't say a word," Agnes defended
herself, virtuously.
"You didn't have to," Judy laughed.
"Just one look at you, and she turned
a becoming purple and changed her age
to thirty-nine."
Agnes glanced back over her shoulder,
and stiffened, an appalled look spreading
over her face. "Don't look, now, she
hissed, "but I think Mr. Neilson is
steering Mrs. Richardson to our table."
"And just what is your objection to
Mrs. Richardson?" queried Judy. "Does
she have two heads, or just an advanced
case of leprosy?"
"Nothing so mild," Agnes said grimly.
"She has fourteen children." She smiled
appreciatively as Judy's eyes glazed.
With stoic fortitude Judy registered
Lars Richardson, age fourteen; Aune
Richardson, age thirteen; Alf and Anna
Richardson, age twelve; and so on, down
through Chris Richardson, age one; and
the proud and prolific parents. When
she had written "Hair, blond . . . Eyes,
blue" for the sixteenth time, and had
reluctantly blasted Mrs. Richardson's
roseate dreams that sugar was henceforth and forever free, Judy delivered
the sixteen books to the crestfallen applicant, and sighed as she settled back
in her chair.
"Oh, come now, Pollyanna," Agnes
jibed. "Aren't you always telling me
that families like that are the backbone
of the nation?"
"Absolutely," Judy retorted. "Benjamin Franklin came from a large family. Who knows? — Perhaps one of the
young Richardsons is an embryonic
Franklin?"
"No doubt," agreed Agnes dryly. "I
heard young Hjalmer Richardson tell his
young brother to go fly a kite. Doubtless the Franklin influence, although as
far as I know his experiments with electricity have been confined to shooting
out the street-lights near the schoolhouse
with his trusty sling-shot."
Judy became aware that the chair
opposite her was again occupied. Without looking up, she reached for an application blank. "Your full name?" she
asked politely.
The voice that answered her was
pleasant and masculine. "William Kingsley Roberts."
Judy's face grew hot; her voice, cold.
"Address?" she asked, and jotted the
answer down mechanically, not daring
to look up, remembering.
It had started about five weeks before,
this strange, disquieting thing that had
upset Judy's peace of mind. Her landlady having decided to move into larger
and roomier quarters, Judy obligingly
moved too, not at all dismayed by the
fact that she was now even farther from
school, and would have to walk quite a
distance to the bus-line, and catch an
earlier bus. The view from her new
bedroom window was charming and her
landlady really needed her rent money,
so the happy-go-lucky gypsy philanthropist in Judy bade her tag along. The
first morning on her new schedule she
had miscalculated the distance to the
bus line, and her heart sank as she saw
the bus nearing the corner, while she
was still half a block away. She broke
into a run, feeling that she should at
least make the attempt, even though
she knew she couldn't possibly outrun
the bus, However, the bus driver caught
sight of her, and, recognizing her, waited.
.

There is nothing unusual about people
smiling companionably at a girl who has
run to catch a bus, particularly when the
girl is very pretty indeed, with her curly
black hair windblown and her gentiancolored eyes laughing a little at herself.
Even the sleepiest, grumpiest rider
smiled at Judy as she thanked the driver
for waiting, grinned engagingly at everyone in general, and fumbled in her bag
for a token.
There was something more than goodwill in the interested scrutiny of the
well-dressed young man in the second
seat, and he was highly gratified when
a surreptitious glance over his shoulder
satisfied him that the only unoccupied
seat on the crowded bus was the one
beside him. He found the near view of
Judy's profile even more intriguing than
her first breathless appearance, and noted
with approval the amazing length of her
eyelashes, and the firm, proud lift of
her chin.
Judy felt the stranger's gaze upon
her, and flushed a little. She was accustomed to the appreciative gleam in the
masculine eye and the critical, envious
glint in the feminine, and ordinarily met
both with frank unconcern. She had
early accepted her natural loveliness
with gratitude and humility, and had
then relegated it to its proper place in
her scale of values.
When the bus reached the business
district, a courteous voice said, "Pardon
me, please," and, as Judy stepped into
the aisle to allow her fellow-traveler to
reach the door, she had the opportunity
to study the man who had watched her
with so much interest. He was tall,
red-headed, very well-dressed — nice to
look at. Judy flushed again, this time
at her own thoughts. "Now he's got me
doing it," she said to herself. "It must
have something to do with the spring."
The next morning the seat beside
him was occupied by a middle-aged
Polish lady with an enormous shopping
basket balanced on her copious knees.
Judy found a seat in back of him and
studied the back of his head with more
than idle interest.
The third morning a petite little blond
was talking animatedly with him when
Judy, feeling a little expectant in spite
of herself, boarded the bus. He stopped
talking for a moment and gave Judy a
long look, before turning back to his
companion, and she was furious with
herself for the unreasoning pang she felt
as she saw him chatting cosily with the
very pretty girl. She purposely chose a
seat in the rear of the bus and stared so
determinedly at the early spring landscape that she didn't see him glance
around to locate her before dismounting
from the bus. "You are turning into a
sentimental, wool-gathering, old spinster," she told herself, severely, and
reminded herself that she would never
see twenty-two again.
The fourth morning every seat was
occupied when the bus reached Judy's
corner, and she resigned herself to dangling by a strap. But the red-haired
gentleman leaped up with alacrity and
offered her his seat. Judy smiled and
said "Thank you," and he smiled and
said it was no trouble at all, he'd really
rather stand, anyway, and then they
both smiled, not realizing that his statement was really a little absurd, but just
because they felt like smiling. Judy
suddenly realized that while they both
stood there out-smiling one another, the
seat remained unoccupied, so she hurriedly sat down, but when she glanced
up later, she met his glance and they
both smiled again. "Very silly and
fatuous," she told herself later—smiling.
By the end of the second week Judy
admitted to herself that she liked this
young man. She liked the friendly,
not-at-all-casual way he smiled at her
and said "Good-morning." She liked
the way he talked and the things he
said. She liked his being tall, and redheaded, and nicely dressed. And she
particularly appreciated the way he
managed to keep the seat next to him
unoccupied. It was in this second week
that they had stopped merely beaming
at one another and had begun to talk.
He was amazed to find what an interesting subject the weather could be when
discussed with a lovely, serious girl,
with a soft, charming voice and a shy,
charming smile. Judy had a new book
to while away the noon hour after she
had finished her lunch in the school
cafeteria. He had read it, and they
talked about it, and about other books
they had read and were going to read.
One morning he went six blocks past his
corner, unwilling to interrupt the soft
cadences of her voice discussing Housman's poetry.
And then the cloud on which she had
been so airily treading turned out to be
a trap-door in disguise, and Judy stepped
through and came down to earth, hard.
Later she told herself miserably that
romances like the one she had dreamed
up for herself only happened to violet-eyed
heroines in the "Ladies Home Journal."
It was Friday morning. The week
had been balmy, more June-like than

Mavis Hanson
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A little blue spruce,
A wee Tree-Child,
Shivered in the morning dew,
Cuddled up against the garden wall
Dressed in its rompers blue.
A wind in a game of
"Try and catch me"
Stopped to ask it to sing.
"I'm too cold, can't you see?"
Cried the quivering Tree-Child wee
The wind rustled some leaves
From the maple red
And showered them over
The Tree-Child's head;
And the little blue spruce
Snug in its hood
Sang its thanks to the wind,
As a Tree-Child should.
— NINA RAUK.

ALONE
There is a weeping in the spring
That drenches the hungry soul,
And there is a pool
Of human tears
To bathe your cheeks grown cold.
A robin whispers
As dusk draws on,
And the wings of shadows fold
About you
As a mourning cloak
To shield your naked soul.
A moth with gold-tipped wings
Comes up
And whisks against the moon,
Brushes your cloak as it goes by
And leaves it flecked with gold.
— HELEN PARKER.
late April has a right to be. The third
grade was in the throes of spring-fever,
and the soul of Billy Roberts, an eightyear-old compound of curiosity, mischief, and charm, was yearning for high
adventure. His enthusiasm for formal
education was at its lowest ebb, and he
regarded Miss Wilson with a jaundiced
eye, although ordinarily he approved of
her, because, although she was a teacher
and consequently old, she was undoubtedly pretty. Today he glowered
at her stormily, because she hadn't dismissed the class for recess until 10:31,
when everybody knew that recess was
supposed to begin at 10:30. Billy felt
that he knew what his father meant,
when he said that women had no sense
of time. However, once outside, he
forgot his righteous indignation and
raced around the school-ground emitting
weird noises, releasing all the pent-up
energy that he had been manfully suppressing for an hour and a half. He was
glad that Friday was free-play day and
he could enjoy the April sounds and
sights and smells to his heart's content.
Suddenly he paused, quivering like a
cat that has sighted a bird. He swooped
down, and one small grimy hand closed
excitedly on a very small, very lively
grass-snake, his first catch of the season
Two lively blue devils began dancing in
Billy's eyes, and he carefully pocketed
his prize. A moment later he was looking up at Judy with studied innocence,
asserting that he had forgotten to go to
the "laboratory" and could he please go
now? Then, highly pleased with his
own ingenuity, he raced up the stairs to
the third grade room, and gleefully deposited the snake in the desk of Alice
Palmer, a skinny, mousy little individual
who sat ahead of him, and was afraid
of her own shadow. He sauntered back
downstairs and rejoined the rest of the
class, as anxious now for recess to be
over as he had been for it to begin.
After recess came arithmetic, and
when preliminary instructions had been
given, Judy said, "Please take out your
workbooks now." Billy's eyes were
glued upon Alice, and he waited ecstatically for her startled scream when she
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opened her desk. The effect was somewhat more electrifying than Billy's fondest expectations. The desk was opened,
the snake wiggled up onto the thin
little arm, the child's eyes widened in
horror. But she didn't scream. She
didn't utter a sound. She slumped
limply forward in a dedd faint.
Judy was nearly as pale as Alice when
she lifted the little girl in slender,
trembling arms, and started for the hygiene room. One glance at the stunned
group had shown her the culprit. "You
may take. your snake and go home,
Billy," she said, in a voice the children
had never heard before, a voice harsh
and shaking with anger. Anger was still
hot within her as she placed Alice on a
cot and propped pillows under her body,
so her head was lowered. She placed a
cold cloth on the child's head and chafed
her wrists, furious at the thoughtless
trick that had undone a year's patient
labor. She had worked with the timid,
undernourished little girl, winning her
confidence, trying to build up in her
some confidence in herself, some trust
in her classmates, of whom she was so
shy. And Billy's prank has set all her
work at naught.
When she returned to her class, leaving Alice conscious and soothed, she
found the third-graders working short
division with a zeal altogether foreign
to their natures, fully aware of the seriousness of what had happened. Billy and
the snake were gone.
At noon she brought Alice a hot lunch
from the cafeteria, and sat beside her
as she ate it. Then she borrowed Agnes'
car and took the little girl home, explaining to the child's mother that
Alice had had a severe shock, and it
would be best for her to remain in bed
for the rest of the day. It was nearly
one o'clock when she walked through
the east entrance of the school, feeling
dispirited and troubled. Her room was
on the second floor, at the west end of
the building, but instead of going immediately upstairs, she walked toward
the center of the building and stopped
at the office to read the bulletin board —
a part of the daily procedure. As she
left the office she glanced toward the
main entrance. At the doorway Mr.
Nielson was holding last-minute conversation with a tall, well-dressed man.
Their backs were to her, but there was
no mistaking that flaming hair and the
set of those broad shoulders. Judy hoped
he would turn and see her, but he didn't,
and she heard the passing bell and hurried to her room, puzzled by his presence
at school.
She was relieved to find that Billy
wasn't in school. That meant that they
both would have the week-end to think
the situation over, and perhaps she could
think of some way to restore their old
friendly relationship. She sent the absence slip to the office, and was assembling the group for the weekly hour in
the school library when her phone rang.
"If it is possible for you to leave your
class, I should like to see you.in the office
as soon as it is convenient for you,"
came Mr. Nielson's cool, authoritative
tones.
Judy entrusted her class to the tender
mercies of the "library teacher" and
reported to the office. Mr. Nielson
ushered her into his inner sanctum, and
bade her sit down. He eyed her gravely
for a moment without speaking. Judy
thought fleetingly that the principal
looked a little like Judge Hardy, about
to have a man-to-man talk with Andy.
"I tried to find you about twenty
minutes of one," Mr. Nielson said. "Mr.
Roberts was here to talk about Billy,
but we couldn't locate you, and he had
to leave for his office.' He paused, as
though to give Judy a chance to explain.
"I'm usually here during the noon
hour," Judy replied evenly, "but today
I borrowed Miss Brady's car and took
Alice Palmer home. She was not well
enough to stay in school. I was back
here at five minutes of one, and I don't
go on duty until one." Realization suddenly dawned. "Was that Mr. Roberts
with whom you were talking at the door
a little before one?"
"Yes, that was he. He explained that
Billy was very much upset about something that had happened in school this
morning, and his mother felt that it was
best to keep the child home this afternoon. It seems that Billy' wouldn't talk
about the incident, and Mr. Roberts
felt that perhaps you could explain."
Judy briefly sketched the events of
the morning from recess on. The principal listened, said that she was hardly
to be blamed for sending the child home,
but that perhaps in the future it would
be best to handle any such cases through
the office. Perhaps in that way misunderstandings between the home and the
school could be avoided. Judy barely
heard what he was saying. Her dazed
mind was trying to cope with this latest
revelation. Her Prince Charming, her
Beau flrummel of the bus-lines, was
Billy's father! Why, of course — they
had the same flaming hair, the same
challenging eyes, the same ivinsome
charm! He was that most despicable of
all creatures — a flirtatious married man,
amusing himself with a pretty girl — a
mild and harmless sort of past time. He
was probably laughing at her all the
(Continued on page 5, column 5)
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I must confess. There is no flavor
comparable to that of an onion, either
by itself or with other food. I must
also confess that it is incomparable in
power and scope.
Try taking a tearful, squinting scrutiny at this delicate bulb. It has exquisite beauty in the graceful curve of
its outline, in its color ranging from a
mere suggestion of yellow-green to a
creamy white, in its innumerable microscopic veins running through each transparent sheath in perfect symmetry, and
in its satiny-smooth surface.
I suppose there is a small minority of
some "don't-know-what-they're-missing" people who are actually truthful
in their dislike of this unfriendly vegetable and who shout "Without!" with
convincing firmness. • Nevertheless, the
fact remains that a hamburger is not a
hamburger without onions. It is like
having bread without butter or potatoes
without salt. To he fried a golden brown
a is the best form an onion can take and
hamburger is its most successful companion.
Our poor mothers-in-law have been
the object of many a mediocre joke since
time began. Compared with the onion,
they have much the same reputation.
Both are known to stay long after a
welcome is outworn and both have a
way of "cramping one's style."
Unfavorable attributes of the onion
are favorable in many respects too. If
careful research were to be made, one
would no doubt find it a definite asset
to the furtherance of production and
consumption. Contemplate all the toothbrushes going bald because of numerous
frantic brushings, the tubes of paste
lying prematurely vacant, the throats
raved by antiseptic gargles, and — last
vain attempt — the purchase of a manufacturers' spiciest chewing gum. Moreover, onions are truly one of the most
health-packed foods in existence. Why
not let advertisers give the public a rest
and release from smiles and vitamins by
adapting new slogans such as "Eat
onions for a strong, healthy body, and
chew our gum for peace of mind?"
In the way that incongruous things
have of popping up at solemn occasions,
one particularly lovely autumn Sunday
morning the following episode occurred.
Shafts of sunlight sprinkled over the
faces of the church-pew occupants in
varying tints from the stained-glass
windows. The organ's full chords announced the anthem and the choir rose.
All reverence walked away with rapid
tread as an onion-loving neighbor, a
recent partaker of the "forbidden fruit,"
sang the opening words —
"The woods and every sweet-smelling
thing
Shall overshadow Israel."
With so many points in its favor it is
evident that this vegetable cannot be
ignored or disposed of, and so the only
solution would be to proclaim a day in
the week known as Onion Day, when
offenders would likewise be offended.
It would be especially hard on certain
professions. Consider the dentist with
a clientele of onion eaters, or the moving-picture players, producing an even
more forceful and artificial smile for
their public. But all in all, it would be
a graceful tribute to the onion.
— C. BARD.

Students' Day
There is, at the Normal School of
Costa Rica, a day on which the school
is directed by students. This day takes
place late in August, when the students
know each other, and when the professors have seen all of them working.
Two days before it the student body
elects one of the students to be substitute for the director on that day. The
following day each of the professors with
his students nominates his substitute,
and gives to the elected the theme to
talk about the next day.
When all the faculty and employees
are replaced, on the afternoon before the
students' day, the director and all the
elected students meet to organize and
fix the program.
The students' day is as usual, the only
difference is that no members of the
faculty go to school. The director and
his officers can make changes in the school
and they will be taken to the National
Board of Education, where they will
be debated. Any reform to improve the
life of the college will be adopted and
used in the college in the future.
When the lessons are over in the afternoon, the elected faculty and student
body meet in the auditorium. The
chapel is presided over by the director
with the presentation of the "faculty," and
after that the problems of the student
body are discussed in a very extensive way_
The following day the official faculty
receives a report made by the director,
another by each of the professors, and
one by the student body.
RODRIGO RODRIGUEZ,

Heredia, Costa Rica.
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If The Time Comes

Ike apple lee

Dolores Bissen
Jerry Simpson sat very straight in the
wicker chair on the porch. In his lap
lay the La Crosse Tribune dated April
19, 1942. The front page story, which
rivaled war news in importance, carried
the headlines "Young Driver Plunges to
Death in River." Two columns of small
print followed. Jerry was not reading
the story. He did not have to, for by
this time he knew the first paragraph
almost by heart.
"Dale Lundberg, 23, a cripple, plunged
to his death last night in the Mississippi
River. The car in which he was riding
was badly damaged. It is believed that
the car began to run down the slight
incline of the levee and Lundberg was
unable to stop it or to get out. With
him just prior to the accident was his
constant companion, Gerald Simpson,
who had left the car to walk to a nearby
tavern."
Jerry's head lifted slowly and he
stared out of the window. Oh, God,
what had he done! All day long the
telephone had been ringing. Curious
people who had only a speaking acquaintance with him now called on every
pretext, morbid people who wanted him
to go over and over all the horrible details. In spite of this Jerry Simpson felt
strangely alone. He had been so accustomed to the companionship of Dale
that an afternoon of solitude frightened
him.
The paper had been correct when it
said that he and Dale had been constant
companions. Constant was exactly the
word. He could scarcely remember the
time in his life when he had not known
Dale. They had grown up together in
the same neighborhood. He had grown
physically to be tall, broad shouldered,
and amazingly healthy. Dale had become weaker and more of a cripple as
each day went by. During the last few
years he had found it almost impossible
to hold his head erect. Pictures of Dale
flashed through Jerry's mind — Dale
slumped over his plate at the table, Dale
with his head rolling helplessly from
side to side. Beside this pitiful creature
there had always been one other person
— strong, healthy Jerry.
There was still another contrast in
the lives of these two boys. Jerry's home
had been a rather ordinary one — large
family, well-worn furniture, and few
luxuries. Dale had everything his wellto-do parents could lavish upon him —
a car of his own, plenty of spending
money, and expensive clothes. The
neighbors often commented on this as
they saw the two boys together, Jerry
always at the wheel of the big, chromiumtrimmed convertible, and Dale slumped
beside him. But spiritually these two
boys were as close as brothers. Never
once did Dale groan with pain as he
attempted to move his twisted legs that
Jerry did not also feel an almost similar
sensation in his heart. Poor Dale! It
would have been a blessing if he had
died in childhood.
Jerry did not have to work. Dale's
parents were more than grateful to give
him a generous allowance for caring for
their son. Often Jerry had thought of
going out in search of another job, but
always the sight of his friend had stopped
him. What would Dale do without him?
The least he could do would be to stick
by him. Surely that wasn't much in
return for the many things that Dale so
generously gave him — a gold wrist
watch for Christmas, a gem studded tie
pin, and countless books. Jerry loved
to read in his spare moments, and he
now had a fairly adequate collection of
books given to him from time to time
by Dale. The latest was William Saro-.
yan's The Time of Your Life which
as yet lay unopened on the book shelf.
The boys had found many things to
do. Jerry loved to shoot, so Dale had
given him a new rifle. The next Sunday
afternoon they had driven out into the
country where Jerry set up a target
against a tree. Dale sat in the car watching his friend fire at the bull's eye. "Good
shot!" he called now and then. "You
ought to join the Rod and Gun this fall."
Jerry grinned back at him. "I'm not
that good," he said. "Anyone could hit
it with a gun like this. The sight's
perfect."
A few minutes later Jerry walked back
to the car. "This is sure a good gun,
Dale. I don't know how to thank you.
Boy, I'll bet there's not another fellow
in town that's got one like it."
"I'm glad you like it, Jerry," Dale
said. "You're good, too. It seems a
pity, though, to be wasting so many
cartridges on a piece of paper when one
could do so much good some place else."
Jerry did not look at him. He knew
what Dale meant.
"Look at me," Dale persisted. "Look
at me. Here I sit — a cripple. I'm not
getting any better. I'll never get better.
You know that, Jerry. Sometimes it
almost drives me crazy thinking about
it. Nights when I can't sleep for the
pain in my legs. I'd like to do things
too, Jerry. I'd like to shoot, and dance,
and run around like other fellows. But
no! Here I sit. I'll always be like this.
I'm not living, Jerry. I'm just existing.
Just counting the days until — until — '
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Barbara Kissling
I got the call just as I arrived at my
rooming house from school that January
afternoon. All the man said was, "We've
been trying to reach your father for the
past half hour. Your house is on fire."
Have you ever seen a fire? I mean a
really big fire — a house burning down
— your own house burning down? Have
you ever watched the roof cave in, or
seen the fire run up the new curtains
you just finished making? Have you
ever watched a fire curl the ivory keys
on your piano, until they looked like a
hundred little coils of celery, or curls of
paper ribbon on a Christmas package?
Have you seen the flames nibble at the
chairs and tables, and at the piano until
nothing was left but a mass of springs
and wires? Have you felt the burning
heat of the wind — heat that you saw
melt the sink and the windows into
nothingness? Have you smelled the
nauseating odor of burning flesh and
Mavis Hanson • fur, and known that your dog was trapped
in the building and you could do nothing
to save him? That is what we found
after an endless fifteen mile dash.
Sobre el zafiro inmovil del Lago de Winona,
We didn't stay long. There wasn't
diluye nimbos de oro, la tarde mortecina;
anything we could do. We just went
a la vez que en sus aguas, proyecta la colina
back to town, bought new tooth brushes,
su puntiaguda sombra, cual funeraria lona.
and went to bed.
The next day we drove out again to
A lo lejos la tierra de luces se corona,
see if anything had been saved. Where
la paz teje un ensueno de beatitud divina,
the day before had been a house and
y, mientras el silencio los valles aprisiona,
the night before a mass of flames, there
con un temblor de estrellas la noche se avecina.
was now a dismal, smoking pit. Where
i Oh lago! Yo quisiera, para sonar contigo,
the bookcases had once been, we saw
tenderme en tus remansos, dormirme en tus cristales;
only the skeletons of our library. Book
copiando tus imagenes, ser de todo testigo;
after book lay with its leaves slightly
opened — each a thin plate of ash that
de los soles quemantes, de las nieves glaciales;
crumbled before our eyes with the
para todos hermano, para todos amigo,
slightest breath of wind. We found the
y al fin morir un dfa regando los eriales.
head of a doll that I had played with
JOSE B. ACUNA, Exchange Professor,
when I was little — that my mother
from the University of Costa Rica.
and her mother had played with before
me. It had been stored away in an upstairs closet, and when the floor had
burned through, had fallen outside the
On the motionless sapphire of Lake Winona
walls of the house, and so had remained
The passing evening filters a golden nimbus,
unmelted.
While on the still waters the towering hill
In what had once been the basement,
Throws its sharpened shadow
underneath the remains of what had
Like a funeral sail.
once been the rest of the house, we found
Afar in the distance, the land
some plates and glasses which had someWears a crown of light;
how survived the intense heat. The
Peace weaves for the world
plates had been re-glazed with a new
A dream — divine, beatific —
pattern of soft grey smoke whirls over
As silence embraces the valley
the blackened flowers, and the glasses
And night steals near with a trembling of stars.
had been twisted and bent into new
grotesque shapes.
0 Lake, I would love it
The neighbors had managed to save
Could I long dream beside thee,
a few things, grasping in their haste a
Or float on thy motionless bosom,
file that contained old photographs and
Sleep on thy crystal surface
tintypes, and a box of old stockings my
Like thy shadowy images, witness
mother had been saving to use in a
The burning suns and the freezing snows;
hooked rug. That was all.
To all be a brother, to all be a friend;
At first we were too dazed by the disAnd one day at last, lie as thou dost,
aster to think clearly. Should we build
Quickening the seed-beds.
again, and, if so, where? Or should we
Into a new growth.
rent an apartment in town where we
Poetic translation by W. E. Boots.
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"Don't, Dale, don't!" Jerry said huskily, still keeping his eyes lowered.
"And to think one little bullet would
end it all. One little bullet. You could"
just point it over this way. Look, the
safety lock isn't even on. You could
say that it was an accident, Jerry. No
one would ask any questions.
Jerry slowly snapped the safety lock
in place. "I can't do it, Dale," he said.
"Think of your parents — "
"That's just who I am thinking of,
Jerry. Do you think for one minute
that if it wasn't for them, I'd still be
here? I'm still able to tie a rope around
my neck, you know. But you know how
my folks would take that. A suicide!
They'd never get over it. But an accident, that's different. Please, Jerry,
please?"
"Come on, we'd better get goin' or
we'll miss supper."
That night Jerry could not sleep. Was
Dale right? Should he have done it?
Recollections of Dale came to him. He
was right. Dale didn't have anything
to live for. He would have been far
better off dead. But did pity give a
man the right to kill? The first gray
streak of dawn found Jerry still tossing
in his bed, unable to reach a decision.
The next day the two friends were
silent as they sat together on the porch.
Where words had come so freely before,
they would not come now. Occasionally
a conversation began, but soon faded
into silence. Finally, just as Jerry rose
to leave, Dale said, "Been thinking,
Jerry?"
"Yeah," said Jerry. "I've — been —
thinking." With that he turned abruptly
and left.
That night the same thing began all
over. Silence — dead, terrifying silence.
At length Jerry could stand it no
longer. "How would you like to go for
a ride down town?" he said.
"Sure. Sure, it's okay with me."
Jerry helped Dale into the car. As
they were riding along, Dale suddenly
said, "You know, I've never been with
girls much, Jerry. How are they?"
"Oh, they're fun," Jerry replied. "Sort
of brighten things up. I've never gone
out much either, you know."
"Yes, I know. It's on account of me,
"

too, isn't it? You spend so much time
with me that you don't have time to do
things like that."
"No. No, that isn't it at all. I like
to be with you."
Dale looked out of the window for a
moment. "How about it, Jerry? Do
you think we could pick some up? You
say they brighten up things. I guess
that's what we need. How about it?
Could we?"
"Why, sure — I guess so. We'll see."
The town was busy that night. It
was Saturday night and people hurried
back and forth on the streets. The boys
sat in the car and watched the crowds
move by.
"There's a couple," Jerry said. "I
know one. I used to go to school with
her. Hello, Ruby!"
The girls paused uncertainly for a
moment, then catne slowly toward the
car.
"Remember me, Ruby?" Jerry asked.
"This is my friend, Dale. Would you
two girls like to go for a ride?"
The girls eyed the tan car- speculatively, then came forward for a closer
look. They both smiled a little. Ruby
started to speak, but instead opened her
eyes in a stare as she spied Dale. The
other girl had seen him first, and now
parted her lips in a sneer.
"What do you think we are anyway?"
she snapped. "Go for a ride — yeah I
With a drunken sot like you? Nothin'
goin'."
With that they turned and left. Jerry
did not look at Dale. He couldn't. His
heart was pounding, and the blood
rushed to his face. Cold, heartless
brats! It was Dale who spoke first. His
voice shook. "They thought I was
drunk, Jerry. Did you hear it? Drunk!
Oh, God, God, why was I born?"
Without a word, Jerry started the car
and drove down to the river. At least
the air was cool and fresh there. They
stopped at the river's edge. The moon
made little silver splashes in the deep
water. Everything was silence and peace.
"I'm sorry." Jerry said. "I didn't
know."
"Don't be," Dale replied. "Everything — is — all right — now. Say, I'm
thirstier than —. Here, I'll give you

some money. How about walking up
town and getting some drinks?"
Jerry looked surprised. "Well, if you
want some. You want to stay here?"
"Yeah, — here -- . Oh, Jerry, I've
been watching you drive. I'd like to
get the feel of it. Can't you help me
over behind the wheel?"
Jerry still looked puzzled, but began
to move Dale — slowly — carefully —
so as not to hurt his legs. The task
completed, he turned to leave.
"Just one more thing, Jerry. Could
you — put my foot on the starter?"
Jerry looked at his friend for a long
time. Then, as if coming to a sudden
decision, he reached clown and did as
Dale had asked him. The two friends
looked at each other.
"You'd better go now," was all that
Dale said. "I'm awfully dry."
"So long, Dale. I'll be back."
"Don't hurry too much. So long, and
thanks — thanks — for everything."
Jerry turned quickly and hurried up
the walk. When a short distance away,
he stopped and looked back. "Dale," he
started to say, "Don't — " But then,
squaring his shoulders, he turned and
moved on. The muscles in his face
twitched just a little, as he heard the
car start, the grinding of gears, but he
did not look back. It was only when he
heard the splash that he covered his
face with his hands and began to run.
By the time the policemen had arrived,
there was only a few bubbles on the
surface of the river to show where the
car had disappeared. Everything was
silence and peace.
Jerry Simpson dropped the paper in
his lap. The picture faded, and he gazed
unseeingly at the wicker furniture. Suddenly he rose and walked to the bookshelf. There, in the neat rows, stood the
books Dale had given him. The latest
lay on the top. Slowly he opened it and
flicked the pages. One page had been
pressed down. It was the page containing the introduction to the book. A single sentence was underlined. "If in the
time of your life, the time comes to
kill, then kill and have no regrets."
Jerry closed the book. He had no regrets.

would be nearer my father's work, but
where there would be no place for the
garden my parents so loved? If we were
to build again, it would take all the
money we could scrape together, and it
would mean that I must forget my plans
for changing schools. By spring work
on the new house had begun, and hopes
for my advanced education had been
scrapped.
All winter I had been studying catalogues, writing letters, figuring expenses,
seeing about transferring credits, and
taking special subjects. It was hard
suddenly to forget these plans, and
harder still to reconcile myself to the
thought of continuing my education at
Teachers College.
I returned to school with bitter
thoughts and little interest. What had
I done to deserve this? Why must I be
buried in this insignificant little school
that had so little to offer? My work
slackened and my marks dropped: But
what did it matter now? I was doomed
to graduate from a teachers college —
to me the poor relation of all colleges.
The more I thought about my troubles,
the sorrier I felt for myself.
One night, when I was feeling especially low, and enjoying my self-pity to
the heights, I decided to take a walk.
It was a lovely spring evening, and as I
walked, feeling the smooth spring air,
smelling the clean warm earth, my
troubles seemed to fade.
Soon I found myself in my old neighborhood — the neighborhood in which I
was born and in which I had grown up.
I passed the playground where I had
played, and the tree where we had built
our treehouse. I came to the big old
house in which I had lived until we had
moved to the country three years before. Things had changed little. The
huge old house had acquired a new coat
of paint that had made it a still uglier
brown than I had remembered, and the
little tree we had planted in the front
yard was twice the height I expected.
I began to remember all the little things
one takes so for granted while living in
a house, but which bring back the very
personality of it — the sound the stairs
made when I came down them, as I so
often did, in four wild leaps; the smoke
that always poured out of the fireplace
when we lit the first fall fire; the damp
musty smell of the basement; and the
dry dusty smell of the attic.
I walked up in the yard and around
the house. There stood the little apple
tree that had just begun to bear two
summers before we had left; I wondered
if the woman living there now made as
good jelly from the apples as my mother
had. There was the corner in which my
father had built a but for my pet rabbit.
Did the little girl who lived there now
have a rabbit? Did she climb the garao.e
roof as I so often had, only to be called
down and scolded for ruining the shingles? Would they ever know the house
as I did? Would they ever feel as I had
when we left it?
As I reminisced, thinking of the many
good times I had had, I suddenly realized that the emotions I had felt at
leaving the old house were much the
same as I was feeling now at being forced
to stay here in school. Then I had felt
the injustice of being buried out in the
country away from all my friends; now
it was the injustice of being buried in a
little school that had nothing in my eyes
to offer me, that made me pity myself.
I had pouted then as I was pouting
now, but things hadn't been as bad as I
had pictured them then; perhaps they
wouldn't be so bad now.
As I stood gazing at the little apple
tree, the words of my father, which I had
been so heedless of came back to me,
"After all, the most any college can
teach you is to think." I had begun to
think.

US Is The Answer
To know other languages is to know
the customs, life, and religion of other
countries and people. If we know all
that, we can make a comparison between different cultures and name the
advantages of each one.
To know the souls, different ideas, and
manifestations of the art of many countries gives us a point of view bigger than
we would have without a knowledge of
them. Then, a chief factor is to speak
their languages.
When I was in Guatemala, my biggest
ambition was to know many countries,
and especially their literature; to be able
to read the greatest authors in their own
languages; to see many operas and the
famous dramas of Shakespeare; in only
one word, to know, know, and know.
And to know all this I thought I needed
to learn English, French, Italian, but in
the various countries.
Being near the United States, I
thought the best way to speak English
was to come here, and I came. I can
not say that I speak well, but I am
trying and I hope to be able to speak
well pretty soon.
OLGA FUENTES,

Quetzaltenango, Guatemala.
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The Clearing
Around the wilderness stretched for
miles. To the man peering out from.
among the lithe top boughs of the white
pine, its long, heavy, green bunches of
needles swaying with his every movement, the gently heaving sea of forest
seemed to extend unbroken to the pale
horizon. Yet he knew that were he to
fly over the region in some fur poacher's
or fishing party's plane, the fact that
half the district was water would be
instantly evident. Acres of cloud-reflecting water were trapped in the rock-bottomed lakes; into and out of which
spilled coutless streams, brooks foaming
and turbulent as they scrambled down
the rocky hills, powerful rivers voicelessly moving through marshy bottomlands towards the barren shores of Hudson's Bay. It was May. The water,
fully reinforced by melted snow, poured
unchecked over the strong, patchwork
dams of the frantic beavers. But of all
this he could see nothing now.
The man, a look of disappointment on
his puffy, blotched, and insect-bitten
face, lowered himself carefully from his
resinous perch, grasping the rubbery
bark with blackened, sticky hands. Once.
on the ground he again felt as lost as
a woodtick in a dense bed of sphagnum
moss. That bewildered feeling was now
familiar. • Late yesterday afternoon he
had left his two companions at the
Hungry Nellie portage. They had but a
few miles to paddle to their next camping
ground, while he intended to explore
the possibilities of a small lake which
their aerial survey map, dirty and torn
at the creases, showed lying off the main
canoe route. "Probably full with fish
like we are with beans," he had said.
And leaving them, he had begun following the dim, little-used trail up into the
hills.
Thinking back, he believed he could
recall just when he had taken the wrong
fork in the trail. It was at the foot of a
great outcropping of glacier-grooved
rock. Surely a blaze had been chipped
out of the red bark of the young Norway
insecurely fastened to the shallow soil
on the crest of the ridge, But since it
was old and stained dark by pollencatching pitch, he had not paid much
attention to it, for the path had seemed
to run at an angle to the left, where
bark had been scuffed off the exposed
roots of odorous cedars.
He did not know when the supposed
path had finally faded out. But he had
suddenly realized that he was snared in
an interminable windfall. He climbed
over, vaulted across, ducked under
hundreds of natural barricades, chevauxde-frise. When he at last admitted to
himself that he was lost, he gave heed
to the old precept about letting the watercourses guide one's way out. The only
stream at hand was an insignificant,
willow-choked trickle. It led him into
a bog. Jumping from hummock to hummock, often slipping knee-deep into mud,
he arrived, drenched with sweat, at the
soggy border of a heavily silted pond.
The outlet on the other side was gagged
by a dank jungle of ragged balsam. He
noticed that the sun must have set some
time ago and that the sky was clouded.
Over the still surface of the pond undulated a black bloodsucker, bits of its
belly exposed in crimson flashes.
When it began to rain, a sob broke
loose from him.
He had spent the night partially sheltered under the multiple, whirling skirts
of a spruce, his emptied canvas pack
pulled over his head and shoulders.
Sometimes a mad fear of suffocation
made him thrust off the pack, but the
rain, the dark, and the mosquitoes soon
drove him under cover again. And thus
he outlasted the night, hiding his face
from the storm.
It was now morning and he was still
lost. The chaotic medly of trees, aloof
and indifferent, whelmed him with loneliness. There was a great hush, not to
be diminished by any wind-whisper in
the trees. Small, unintelligible sounds
only accentuated the silence. A great
snowy owl glided away, not wanting
anything from his kind. Far in the distance a loon laughed derisively. The
lost man headed for the water.
He came upon a boulder-strewn shore.
Driftwood snags tore his trousers, as he
ppery
picked his way along its rugged, sli
surface. A friendly touch was given his
cheek by the lately risen sun that, red
and clouded slightly by vapor, shone
across a gleaming sheet of water. When
the forest began to thin out, he started
walking further inland. He reached the
edge of a clearing in the middle of which
stood a cabin facing the lake. He halted
and, feeling his legs tremble, steadied
himself with an arm around a tree.
Bordering the open spate were stands
of freshly-leaved tamarack and some
sullen black spruce. A spring gushed out
from a wooden cask set into the sodden
ground beneath a lichen-splattered larch.
On the south side of the clearing a
needle-thatched, rubbly scab of snow
undermined by rushing water served as
a rearguard for winter. On the rise of
ground at the back of the clearing were
several poppies frothy with glutinous
leaves. In the foreground amidst the
commingled throng of old, brown and
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new, vividly green grass was rooted a
black, charred stump around which
wound a woody blueberry vine strung
with small, pinkish, bell-like flowers.
The remarkable thing was the fact
'that there should be any cleared ground
about the cabin at all. The usual likeside shelter was built with a respect for
the forest, so that it remained halfhidden under the shade of the trees. But
here the woods had been ruthlessly
chopped back, as if to provide the cabin
with an insulating barrier of empty
space, across which no enemy could advance unseen.
The cabin itself was built of squared
gray logs, dovetailed raggedly, chinked
with moss that straggled in unkempt
strings from uncertain moorings. In
front was a porch of sorts — just a few
boards, with holes where the knots had
been knocked out, fixed over two-byfours, and roofed by useless shakes, all
cracked and awry. To the left of the
tarpapered door was a graveyard of
empty bottles: pints, quarts, half-gallon
jugs arrayed in squads and platoons,
bright labels and imperfect rotundities
resplendent in the sun. In the facade
of this edifice was a four-paned window,
where a fragment of glass was supplemented by the plugged-in remnants of a
pair of woolen drawers. Over an earthcovered roof leaned a rusty, disjointed
stovepipe.
Everything was quiet. The place was
vibrant with expectancy. The sun, rising
higher, grew smaller as it rose. Steam
began to ascend from the water that had
dripped to the porch. With a shocking
suddenness the door broke open and
managed to cling to the jamb with one
desperate hinge. A man came out.
The first act of this apparition was to
stoop and place a dead soldier beside
its fellows. Then this individual took a
careful squint at the sun with one
rheum-filled eye, the while he fished from
a pocket a box of Copenhagen snuff, out
of which two broad fingers gouged a
healthy chew. As he popped this into
his mouth, several black,. pitted teeth
were revealed. He stretched and yawned,
holding his cud at the tip of his tongue
as he did so.
His feet were shod in red rubber pacs,
patched with squares from a tiremending
kit; the dark leather uppers bore numerous axe-scratches of a lighter hue. His
torn, stagged pants of dirty, gray wool
were held up by broad and fairly new
suspenders. His blue and black checked
shirt was tucked underneath his drawers,
which from what could be seen and
guessed had been white the preceding
autumn. A hairy throat, a scrub-brush
chin, a gray-streaked fringe surrounding
a large bald spot, completed his attire,
all of which had evidently been slept in.
Again the hermit hawned a gigantic,
weary yawn. Lazily he padded down
to the lake, where a hasty souse and
sketchy wipe with shirtsleeve made up
his morning ablutions. The' sun struck
sparks from his beard. A pair of startled
ducks paddling with frenzied wings
scooted off from somewhere nearby.
The fisherman roused himself and
walked toward the hermit, who jumped
and twisted around sharply upon hearing
the crackle of footsteps. He said, "G'
morning." The hermit glared at him
and strode back to his shack, without
making a reply. The newcomer hesitated
a minute, then followed him to the door.
The hermit was slipping chunks of wood
into a low iron stove, his movements
abrupt and angry.
"I beg your pardon. Don't want to
disturb you, but I'm lost."
"This is Lake Twenty-One," said the
hermit and after a pause, "Sit down."
From an apple box nailed to the sooty
wall the hermit took a hunk of salt pork.
After swiping a hunting knife twice
across his trousers, he sliced off a thick,
lardaceous slab and dropped it into a
frying pan. The fire was blazing furiously now and tapping a staccato tune
inside the stovepipe. The fisherman,
noticing three or four rusty traps hanging
by•their chains from a spike in the wall
and wishing to break the embarrassing
silence, remarked, "Been trapping this
winter?"
"Too much grief to trapping," said
the hermit and surprisingly added the
information, "Worked for Kirvesoja last
December, skidding logs. Made enough
to buy me a winter's supply of grub.
A man's crazy to work any more than
he has to. Laid in plenty of this too."
He brought out a pint bottle of whiskey,
and after tearing the stamp and loosening the cap, offered it to the fisherman,
who downed a swallow and said shudderingly, "Boy, I needed that." The
pork was sputtering in the pan.
After breakfast the hermit rolled himself onto his musty, straw padded bunk,
wrapping his head in a torn, green
mackinaw. Soon his raucous snore
scraped out a counterpoint to the soprano
singing of the water kettle. The fisherman crept outdoors. He had learned
that three miles downshore was the
mouth of the Porcupine River, the rendezvous he and his friends had agreed
upon. He hoped that they had not gone
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too far afield in search of him. He knew
that he should be trying to get there as
soon as possible, but his head swam
around in circles and his clothes were
still damp, clogging his movements. Undressing listlessly, he hung his garments
on a clump of alder leaning over the
lake-edge and shot himself into the
water. A quick dip in the icy lake was
all he could stand. Shaking with cold,
he emerged and lay down upon a sunwarmed rock.
Overhead were some knobby white
branches garnished with a froth of buds
unfurling in the breeze. Watching them,
he got the idea that he was looking down
into a microscope, upon a deep blue
slide over which hits of green animalcules were feeding, amorously nudging
one another, floating and frolicking
about.
Of a sudden, as he realized there was
nothing but those few bright boughs between him and the sky, the glue that
had held him to his rock ceiling dissolved
and he fell downward into space! Then
he seemed to be rushing with the wind
over the wide expanse of the wilderness,
its woods, rivers, lakes. And it was all
his . .
He felt the rock underneath him once
more. But his relaxed body and tempestuous mind still held traces of their
wild, imaginary passage.
He thought of the hermit, his avoidance of humanity, the wall he had built
against the world, nature, and himself.
He remembered how, during the previous night, he himself had tried to shut
out the engulfing presence of the forest
with a suffocating canvas pack. He could
not judge the hermit, when he himself
held a perpetual tendency to shy away
from life, his spirit not hard enough for
the manifold encounters of daily advancement, his head full of dreams and
his hands empty. He had always desired to escape, to flee from life. Thus
he had welcomed this excursion into the
woods, but he had found a world vacant
of men even more frightening than the
crowded streets of the city. No, he
could not judge the hermit.
But now he felt a hard determination
arise within himself — no groundhog
existence for him. Henceforth he was
done with such cowardly fears. He felt
that he could meet the challenge of the
wilderness and the outer world infused
with the spirit that overcomes all obstacles. It was this very year, he was
convinced, this spring and summer that
all those undeveloped plans of his would
mature and bear fruit. The throb of an
outboard motor and a long halloo awakened him. His friends were out upon
the lake waving their arms.
Seated cross-legged in the bottom of
the canoe, he looked over the shining,
vibrating gasoline tank of the outboard,
past the steersman volubly pressing him
with questions, over the two swerving
V's torn in the water by bow and propeller, toward the little notch cut into
the forest, the small gray cabin rapidly
diminishing into nothingness. An immense feeling of gratitude swelled up in
him. He faced the wilderness with glad,
defiant eyes.

Now that the whisper of his skies and
the faint phutt, phutt, from his trousers
had ceased, the dominant hush laid
closer siege to the citadel of his body.
However, though there was outside him
not even a sigh to flutter on his eardrums,
he became aware of a sonata played in
the recesses of his own being. His ears
filled with a steady, not too monotonous
beat, hummed with the surge of his
arteries, as from his lungs, practiced for
twenty-odd years in their rhythm, adding another instrument to this human
orchestration, sped freshly oxygenated
blood.

The inimical cold, driven by an alldevouring hunger for sound, did not
delay its attack, a rush to break down
this last-remaining music and flood his
flesh with silence. The muscles of his
back contracted, erecting barriers against
the assault; He had pushed ahead too
fast, forced a slight sweat out upon his
skin.
Weaponless against the night, he
stood rigid, like the dark forest, close
and towering, as immobile as the air,
clasped by bands of steel. Before him
cowered the cabin in the clearing, halflost and shrunken. Its window was
boarded, across the door a single slab
of wave-bleached driftwood had been
nailed, its thin veil of frost banding the
gloom with borrowed starshine.
He knew that in a moment he must
pry the bar from the door posts, that
he must soon draw about him the protection of four walls, reduce his world
to the radius of a stride, burrow rabbitlike into a den. He would have to chop
firewood. To one side a swoop in a
snowdrift followed the concavity of the
chopping block, the woodpile indicated
by the regular indentation in a motionless wave.
He made no move. His mind still retained the impression of those long miles
over the frozen lakes, his skis, slithering
where they could find no grip, occasionally biting gratefully into dunes spun
out of finer, whiter powder by the emigrated wind, his thoughts aching with
the fish trapped beneath a shield of ice
and crusted snow and drowning in their
unaereated homes, a line of distant
forest marching with him, vaguely
threatening, here and there thrusting
closer. Watching now the murk behind
its nearest pickets, he saw nothing but
the dark.
Soon he must draw the shrill nails
from the wood, enwrap himself with four
walls as with a garment, excluding the
emptiness of space with a screen of
dreams. Still he stood rigidly a few
seconds longer, knowing his pilgrimage
had been in vain, that he could not here
—or anywhere—recover the exaltation of
last May. He was done at last with
seeking. The promises of spring never
are fulfilled.

As I Remember
Barbara Hissling.
When I was a little girl my greatest
delight was in visiting my father's
grocery store. Not only did I help cut
down the profits by eating everything
within reach, but I disrupted the efficiency of the entire staff by making
myself a general nuisance.
Now I have only to smell the clean
sharp odor of coffee being ground, to
remember it all. The acid mouthpuckering smell of the pickle barrel with
its green scum covering, the spicy scent
of cinnamon sticks and fresh clean mint
leaves, the damp musty odor of the
cellar with its bags of dusty potatoes
and crates of canned goods, the sourness
of spoiling apples, the tartness of blood
red pomegranates, the saccharine fragrance of basket after basket of grapes—
some a little bruised, breaking to spill
their nector — and the pungent sharp
tang of Christmas trees, all bring back
the pleasant hours I spent there.
I can still feel as I did then the cool
smoothness of dried beans as I ran my
fingers through them in their bin, the
prickle of holly wreaths, the slimy
flaccidity of pickled herring, the firmness
of green pears, the soft fuzziness of ripe
peaches, the warm fragrance of freshbaked bread, and the cold sweatiness of
milk bottles sitting on the warm counters.

time for being so obviously pleased with
his attentions.
For the second time that day Judy
felt anger rising within her — this time
it was anger at her own gullibility,
coupled with anger at_this Roberts person. And behind the anger there was a
deep, aching hurt. She accepted the
principal's advice dutifully, and asked if
she might return to her class.
On Monday she took an earlier bus,
arriving at school before anyone but
the janitors. Billy arrived, a little
chastened, a little defensive, and she
talked to him quietly, without scolding,
explaining that Alice wasn't very well,
that the snake would have been a great
surprise to anyone, but particularly to
Alice, that jokes to be funny must be
kind. And gradually, as she talked,
understanding grew between them, and
she felt a little of the load, that had settled upon her, lift. When class started,
Billy raised his hand and asked if he
might say something. Judy agreed,
wondering.
Every freckle stood out distinctly as
Billy's face grew white with embarrassment, but he faced the class resolutely
and looked at Alice while he spoke.
"That was a dirty trick I played on
Alice," he said. "I thought it was funny
to put that little old snake in her desk,
but it wasn't funny, and it would serve
me right if she put a rattlesnake in my
desk. And I'm sorry," he concluded
miserably, looking pleadingly at Alice,
who smiled at him with shy forgiveness.
The idea of Alice vengefully inserting
'a, rattlesnake in Billy's desk was almost
too much for Judy, and she turned
hastily toward the blackboard, pretending to cough. When she turned back to
the class she felt more like her usual,
high-spirited self than she had since that
ill-starred Friday morning. The hurt
was still there, and Billy's hair and eyes
still reminded her irresistibly of her
humiliation, but her high faith in childhood had been restored, and she felt
immeasurably happier.
That night at P.T.A. a pretty, vivacious woman was pointed out to her as
Billy Roberts' mother. "Mrs. Roberts
wants to meet you, "Agnes said, but Judy
beat a hasty retreat, calling some excuse
wildly over her shoulder. She mentally
kicked herself for her cowardice all the
way down the hall.
And now the Fates had seen fit to
send him to her table for sugar rationing!
Judy searched mentally for some dreadful sin that she might be being punished
for, but found nothing in her past
drastic enough to warrant this extreme
penalty.
"Age?" she questioned perfunctorily,
ignoring his puzzled look.
"Twenty-nine."
"Height?"
"Six feet."
"Color of Hair?" (As if she didn't
know!) She hurried through the rest of
the questions. "Number of people in the
family unit?" In spite of herself her
voice shook a little.
"Four," he answered, and the temperature dropped another ten degrees.
"Second member of the family?"
"Mary Andrews Roberts."
"Age?"
"Fifty-six."
"Relationship?"
"Mother."
Judy finished the form for Mary
Andrews Roberts. "Name of the third
member of your family?" she queried
icily.
"Hazel Gladstone Roberts."
"Age?"
"Twenty-eight."
"And she is your wife?" The words
sounded a little choked.
"Why, no — she's my sister-in-law.
My brother Jim's working in Panama,
and Billy and Hazel are living with
Mother and me for the duration."
Judy lifted dazed eyes. "Then Billy
isn't your son?" The Ice Age passed
as suddenly as it had come.
"No, Billy's my nephew." William
Kingsley Roberts was a bit bewildered
by these sudden changes.
"Oh, isn't that perfectly lovely? — I
mean to have all your family together,"
Judramended hastily, but very lamely,
and the tell-tale color swept through her
cheeks, and the blue glacial bits that had
been her eyes were warm blue patches
of summer sky.
A great .light dawned on Big Bill
Roberts. This explaine4 the lonely
early-morning bus rides, and the chilly
reception. Two lively little devils began
to dance in Big Bill's eyes. He said
impersonally, "Suppose we finish this
rationing business.'
Judy felt the chill now. "Yes, of
course," she said in a subdued voice.
When she had finished the four books,
and explained their use, he thanked her
and simply walked away. Judy felt
worse than ever.
At nine-twenty she was through. She
didn't want to talk with Agnes — not
with anyone—so she grabbed her coat,
and slipped out the front door before
the good-nights had been said.
She collided with Big Bill on the steps.
"Just in time," he said. "I came backfor my sugar," and with a firm hand on
her elbow, he propelled her masterfully
toward his waiting car.

Wind in the
Leaves
Ida Bess Bates
It was five o'clock when the alarm
awakened her with an ear-splitting,
shrill ring. Martha reached out a workgnarled hand and shut off the clock.
Slowly she stretched her tired body, and
reluctantly she got out of bed. Her eyes
took a quick census of the room with
its old-fashioned furniture and rag rugs
scattered around the floor. The worn,
crisp curtains, which were fluttering in
the breeze, admitted the radiant pink
and gold of the sun, which was just
climbing over the horizon. Martha
sighed with pleasure. A beautiful day
always made her contented, regardless
of her problems. She was glad it wasn't
raining; now Jim could finish drilling
the south forty.
As she was going down stairs, she
could hear Jim moving around in his
room. A smile of satisfaction, pride, and
deep love crept over her face for this
son of hers, who had given up everything to stay at home and work on the
farm.
Everything was ready to start the
fire. That was the last thing Billy attended to before he went to bed at night.
After lighting the fire, she walked over
to the table and started mixing flour,
baking powder, and milk in a big glass
bowl. How nice it would be if she could
have a gas stove — especially at this
time of the year, with summer coming
on. A range made the kitchen hot.
During the threshing season she sometimes thought she'd drop from exhaustion and heat. Maybe if they had two
more good years like the last two —
maybe then they'd get out of debt and
she could have a gas stove. A nice big
white one would go well in her kitchen
with its white built-in cupboards, white
woodwork, and blue wall that Jim had
painted on a Sunday afternoon last
summer, when he should have been
resting. On the floor was her blue and
white checked linoleum, which she had
managed to squeeze out last year, because the old one was so worn that the
floor showed through in spots. Martha
had hated to spend the money, but one
afternoon Jim had driven to town and
had come back with the rug. "We needed
it, Mom," he had said. She had smiled
her thankfulness through glistening eyes.
The sound of heavy shoes clomping
on the stairs told her that the boys
were coming.
"Ah! biscuits for breakfastl" exclaimed
Jim as he gave her a bear-hug. When he
released her, the front of his blue-denim
overalls was white with flour.
The boys put on their jackets and
caps, which were hanging in the corner
by the kitchen door. The slam of the
door told her that they were on their
way to the barn.
Martha bustled around, setting the
table, making coffee, frying ham and
eggs, cooking cereal. Every once in a
while, she opened the oven door — ever
so little — to take a peek at her biscuits.
She wandered over to the window and
stood there staring toward the barn.
Martha was of medium height. The
skin on her face and arms was a permanent tan, and her hands were calloused
from many summers' work in the garden
and from helping Tom in the fields when
they couldn't afford hired help. Her
eyes, the color of the sky on a summer's
day, had tiny crows' feet at the corners,
and they had had a sad expression in
them for the past five years since Tom
had died.
She saw the boys coming toward the
house. Jim, tall, lithe, blonde, the image
of his father, was carrying the two large
milk pails. Billy, her baby — a baby no
longer; he was as tall as she now. He
had her black hair and dark black eyes
and dark skin, but like Jim, he had the
sharp, clear features of his father. Her
baby — a freshman in high school. He
liked school. She did want to send him
college. Jim wanted to, too. He wanted
his kid brother to have everything he
hadn't had. Billy was carrying the
separator bowl. She was glad they were
coming; she didn't want the biscuits to
get cold.
It was while she was making Bill's
bed that she saw the cloud of dust in
the distance that told her a car was
coming down the main road. She paused
and watched curiously. It was time for
the mailman; it was probably his car.
She • saw the car stop at her mailbox.
Quickly she ran down the stairs and out
of the house.
The sun was high in the sky, as she
walked down the lane. The wind was
making the leaves of the tall, straight
poplar trees dance in the sunlight.
These were the same trees that had
guarded the roadway twenty-five years
ago, when she had come to Tom's home
— little more than a two-roomed shack,
and a ram-shackle barn — as a bride.
Then they had been short poplar trees.
-They were young and starting out, just
as she and Tom were. It had been a
happy day! The birds had seem to
split their throats with greeting as she
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SIDE SI-1011'
"Only ten cents to see 'er folks!
Ten cents to see the strangest freak ever born
to woman!
You haven't seen the fair 'til
you've seen Princess Ravega, folks . . .
step a little closer, please . . . the most
unbelievable, most . . . "
(Big Joe will let 'em in soon.
Yes, take your place, Freak. Let the
gaping farmers and wise-cracking high school
Kids stare in delectable horror at your
ugly, twisted body.
Pretend not to notice their brazen inspection
of your deformities;
ignore politely their whispered comments and
jibes:
"Let's get her for a blind date with Jim!"
"Ugh! That poor woman."
"They shouldn't allow such things to be
shown on the fair grounds!"
Laugh and answer their stupid questions:
"Were you born like that?"
"How do you eat?"
Gaze quietly down at your feet when their fascinated
eyes glide up and down your grotesque form.
Laugh!
Smile!
Pretend you enjoy it!
They'll think you do .
for they never look into your eyes.)
"I want to tell you
about this little lady, i
folks. She was born in
Hamburg, Germany, of normal
intelligent parents . . . "
(Germany! Intelligent parents! — Joe. Tell
them the truth —
Tell them I was born in the Chicago slums;
tell them my mother was a Polish factory
worker;
my father one of a hundred men.
Tell them my mother loathed me
as you will;
that the playground of my youth was a fourwalled garret . . . clammy
rancid . . •.
cold . . .
Tell them my playmates were
fat cockroaches
and sleek, brown rats
and shiny, leg-fringed centipedes.
Tell them I was educated in the school of
hate
and fear
and inferiority.
Tell them my mother died of syphillis — a
broken, painted prostitute 29 years old.
That should interest them, Joe.
That should bring them in.
And, Joe — tell them where you got me.
Tell them you found me in a county hospital
"Case 211. Malnutrition. Deformed body.
Mother dead. Father unknown."
And tell them, Joe, how in your mercenary
kindness, you made me your ward,
and how you trained me — like an animal —
to act the role of Princess Ravega.)
"Now this strangest of God's creatures
has amazed people in all parts of the
world, and only last month she arrived
for her American tour . . .
can't you shut up! Let 'em in,
(Oh,
Joe. Get it over with. It's hot, Joe.
Hot and sticky and dusty. And I'm tired.
Tired. Tired of noise
and heat
and eyes
and faces .. .
tired of living.
God, why couldn't you have made me like them .
out there?
They with their carefree laughter and
god-like bodies . . .
They that can hope for love
and happiness
and travel to far-off lands
They that can look to the future without fear.
Who can dream . . . and love . . . and hope . . .
Oh, God, why? Why did you make me a carnival
freak? Why? Why, God, Why?)
"And now ladies and gentlemen, I see
my assistant is in the ticket box so
hurry if you want a ticket to see the
Princess . . . Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!
They're all going to see the . . . "
(Sure, come on in, Folks. See the Princess.
Come on in all of you! Look at me! Stare!
Gape! Snicker! You can't afford to miss
seeing the Princess. You there! Come in!
It only costs a dime to see . . . the . . .
Princess
— DICK NELSON.
and Tom drove up the lane in his ModelT Ford, and the dancing leaves seemed
to laugh with glee at her happiness.
The mail consisted of the Minneapolis
STAR-JOURNAL and a long importantlooking letter from the United States
Government. A letter from the government? She couldn't imagine what it
could be. They had not joined any
Triple A program this year. Martha
tore the end off the envelope, and took
the letter from it. Phrases jumped at
her in bold black print — a government
munitions plant — buying all land in
the southeast corner of C County
— thirty-five dollars (435) per acre —
must be vacated by June 15, 1942.
She couldn't have read it correctly!
Martha's eyes started at the beginning
and slowly gathered the impact of every
word. She shivered in the warm morning sunlight. Give up her farm, the
place that she and Tom had worked so

ENFANT IDIEUIDU
in the cool hush of night
he awoke
and stared with silent wonder at the star-studded
heavens
and from the misty past he
plucked a memory
of just such a warm spring night a long time ago:
he and she
and the soothing lap of silver waves upon
silver sands
and the cool fingers of the wind
and the scented breeze running its fingers
strumming fragile melodies on the tree-harps
through the rustling leaves of trembling willows —
he and she
and the night.
then in the stillness he heard laughter —
tinkling
boistrous
sad
melodious
ethereal laughter that belonged to the past
and he heard the crackling swish of speeding tires
on wet pavement
the deafening gray silence before a summer
thunder storm
music:
mournful
barbaric
gay
lilting
and he saw faces;
kind, winkled faces
youthful, laughing faces
ebony faces with flashing
white teeth
dirt-streaked, sweaty faces
the waxen-yellow faces of the dead
and he remembered the moist, earthy smell of
new ploughed fields
the heady sweetness of the air in lilac time
and the clean, grassy odor of new-mown hay
he thought of the surging
clamor of the city
of the soundless symphony in
summer sunset
of shaggy brown dogs with
thumping tails
of linen napkins and steaming
dishes of hot foods
and he sighed
and closed his eyes
a soft, white mist enveloped him
a mist that changed from white to gray
from gray to hollow blackness.
a cold, white moon slid from behind a wind-blown
cloud,
splashing a silent shell-pocked battlefield
with a pale silver sheen.
by the trunk of a shattered tree
its searching rays revealed the crumpled,
twisted body of a boy just dead.
and the moon hid
behind a grey cloud,
leaving the darkened
earth to man . . .
— DICK NELSON.

710Citalle
The stars are little silver bells.
The moon is a copper gong.
An ivory-skinned maiden
Sits on a cushion
Of lime and deep blue
Fingering with love-softened tips,
The silver bells.
A Chinese Mandarin
In a coat of quilted satin —
Jet
'Broidered in gold and scarlet,
Plays weird, hollow cants
Upon the gong.
The wall between us,
Hung with velvet sky-robes
Hushes their music.
We can but hear an echo
As the wind sighs.
— BARBARA KISSLING.

all's Plait
Three pearls flew off the broken strand
And twinkled out of sight
Into the fluid shadows there
That flood the flickering night.
The gypsy halo on the moon
Is full of crystal dew,
And I will trade it for the pearls
And a fleeting glimpse of you.
Deny me this. I will become
The inkpot and the pen,
And reel off yards of tinkling verse
For much less clever men.

hard for? Why, they had been able to
hang on to it in spite of drought, grasshoppers, dust, and hail storms. Tom had
had to mortgage it for thirty-five hundred dollars six years ago, but they managed to hold on to it. The government
couldn't possibly mean for her to give
up her farm. If Tom were only here.
He would know what to do.
Turning her back to the mailbox, she
slowly started toward the house. The
leaves of the tall poplars shivered with
fright and helplessness — they were no
longer dancing and gay; but the sun
kept on shining, as if her world had not
been crushed into a thousand pieces for
the second time. It had kept on shining
on that day five years ago, when they
had brought Tom in from the south
forty — the same plot of land Jim was
working today — with his broken body,
and eyes staring unseeingly at the clear
blue sky. He had been cutting oats.

— HELEN PARKER.

It was the first day that he had used the
new tractor and binder• something had
gone wrong with the binder;
'
he had
leaned back to fix it, had lost his balance, and fallen between the two machines. They had kept on going.
As Martha walked up the porch steps,
she saw her nice white house, and the
big barn to the right. She saw also the
corn cribs, the machine shed which was
sheltering machinery they still owed
money on, the chicken houses. All of
the buildings were painted red; that was
the way Tom wanted them. They had
worked hard for all this.
When Jim came in to dinner, she told
him the news and showed him the
letter.
"But, Mom, they can't do this! They
can't take the farm. Why, it's • been
your whole life, and ours too, Billy's
and mine. We've never lived any place
but here. Where would we go? Thirty-

five dollars for this beautiful, rich black
soil? I've heard Dad say time and again
that he paid ninety an acre for most
of it, and that he wouldn't sell it for a
hundred and fifty an acre. We couldn't
even pay off the mortgage at that price!
They can't do it. Let them build their
munitions plant somewhere else!
"But, Jim — the government — "
"The government be hanged! First
we had to kill our pigs for it. Then we
had to plow under our perfectly good
crops for it and let the ground lie idle.
Now it wants to take our land away
from us. We've got to feed millions of
people and soldiers. How can we do it
if they take our land. How can we?
They just don't realize what they're — "
Jim's expostulation was interrupted
by the phone. One long and three short.
That was their ring. Martha got up
from the table; as she did so, she noticed
that Jim had eaten scarcely anything.
Before she was half-way across the room,
the phone rang again, grating on her
tired nerves — one long and three short.
"Hello, Martha," she heard the voice
of Lars Sundin. Lars owned the next
farm down the road. "Martha "did you
get a letter this morning?"
"Yes — "
"Well, what are you going to do? Who
do they think they are, driving people
out of their homes? What are you going
to do about it?"
"Why sell, of course," she heard her
voice saying wearily. "The government
needs the land. We've got a war to win,
and — "
"Good God, Martha! Do you know
what you're saying? Sell your land for
thirty-five dollars an acre. It isn't even
human. The rest of us are meeting at
the school tonight at eight-thirty. Will
you and Jim come? We've all got to
stick together on this."
"Why, yes, Lars, we'll come, but I'm
afraid that we won't be able to do much.
Thank you for calling. We'll see you
tonight. Good-bye." She went back to
the table and sat down. "They're meeting tonight at the school-house," she
told Jim.
"Well, we'll at least have the satisfaction of knowing that we tried," Jim
answered her as he got up from the
table. "I'll be through with the south
forty by night. Don't worry, Mom.
Everything will turn out all right," and
he tried to smile confidently.
"Don't worry," he had said, but she
couldn't help but worry. What could
they do? Where would they go? They
would have no money. The mortgage
and the machinery bill would take it all.
In a daze Martha did the dishes. She
put a straw hat on her head and went
out to feed the chickens, and to work in
the garden. The afternoon passed slowly.
in spite of the fact that she kept busy.
When Billy came home from school,
she told him the news. "Where would
we go, Mom? This is our home," he
said in a forlorn voice. For the first
time he didn't eat any cookies or drink
a glass of milk after he changed his
clothes.
When supper was over and the. chores
were done, they got ready to go to the
meeting. Billy didn't even put up his
usual argument to drive the car. The
three-mile trip was made in silence.
They arrived a few minutes before
eight-thirty. The men were standing in
a group talking among themselves. Jim
and Billy immediately joined them.
Martha walked over to the women. Her
eyes took in their faces — belligerant,
indignant, shocked, pathetic, dazed.
These women had been her friends and
her neighbors for most of her life.
The men trooped into the schoolhouse and the women followed. Lars
called to the meeting to order. Martha
looked around her at the men and women,
old friends and neighbors, who had
worked as hard as she and Tom h,ad —
these people who had helped her through
that awful time when Tom was killed.
What was to become of them and their
families? Of her and hers? She couldn't
keep her mind on what was being said,
but the phrases "Injustice — we must
have a higher price — don't sell — stick
together — " broke through her thoughts.
She wanted to laugh insanely at the
futility of it all. What could a hundred
and ten people do against the Government?
When the meeting was finally over,
the farmers went to their cars, feeling
elated because they had banded together, but each one knowing in his
heart that they had done nothing and
that they could do nothing. The trip
home was as silent as they trip to the
school-house had been — there was nothing to say.
That night Martha lay staring at the
shadows of the leaves made by the
moonlight shining through the trees.
She could not sleep. Everything was
the same — yet everything was different. Twenty-three years ago Jim had
been born in this very room. She had
not been frightened then, but she was
horribly frightened now. What could
she do? She was a fine cook; perhaps
she could get a job in a restaurant or a
hotel in town. Maybe she could take
in sewing. She could always do house- •
work. Her mind filled with such
thoughts, she dropped off to sleep.
Continued on page 8, column 1
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The Surf and the Seagulls
Barbara Kissling
"One, two, one, two," John called as
the five boys, each tapping a foot to the
beat, blared a fast and furious version
of a well known operatic aria, each instrument fighting to be heard above the
others.
The six young college boys were
grouped around a battered upright piano
in one corner of the huge room. They
played intently, feet beating in unison.
The piles of instrument cases, the rows
of empty music racks, the giant music
cabinets dwarfed the little group, and
the faint light from the three little windows in the basement room gave them
a ghostly air.
As the piece came to a close with a
magnificent clash of cymbals, a deep base
drum thud, and a little ripple of clarinet, the five put their instruments on
the floor beside them and turned to
John at the piano.
"The sax chorus is still a little weak,"
the tall, dark haired boy said, turning
on the piano stool to face the others,
"But I guess we'll let it go for now."
He frowned, glancing at his watch. "It's
five-thirty now, and we have to be at
Lakeland at eight. That means we
leave at seven-fifteen. Maybe we'll have
time to go over it again after we get
set up."
At this sign of dismissal the boys
wearily folded their music and began to
clean their instruments and to fit them
into the little plush-lined cases at their
sides. John rose from the piano and
was packing the thick piles of music
from the stands into a battered, black,
overnight hag as a door at the far end
of the room opened and a girl entered.
"That you, Ingrid?" John called. "I'll
he with you in a minute." He snapped
the bag shut and started toward her.
She was a beautiful girl, with the tall
lithe body of her Scandinavian ancestors,
with their blue eyes and fair skin, and
like them with soft blond hair braided
like thick strands of taffy around her
well shaped head.
"I stopped to invite you over for dinner," she said as he approached. Her
voice, too, showed her ancestry with its
faint, unmistakable, yet not at all unpleasant accent. "Father wants to talk
to you about tomorrow night."
The two left the room and walked
down the long hall and up the stairs to
the outer door before John spoke. "I've
been meaning to see him for several
days," he said, not looking at her. "I
was going to stop now and talk to him
for a minute." He frowned, "But we're
leaving at seven-fifteen and I shouldn't
take time for dinner."
She glanced at him in surprise as he
spoke of leaving that evening, but she
said nothing. They left the little vinecovered music building and walked down
the long campus path shaded by huge
elms and maples, and scented by thick
lilac bushes. They passed the business
building and old West Hall, neither
speaking until they entered Faculty Row.
"You may as well combine business
with pleasure and have dinner with us.
It is almost six now, and I'm sure Mabel
will have everything ready." She paused,
"I — I didn't know you had a job tonight," her voice had grown low with
worry. She tried to shake the feeling
from her and said brightly, "You're sure
you won't be busy tomorrow night?"
They laughed together at the absurdity
of the question, but the frown didn't
leave the boy's face, and he neglected
to answer her question.
They turned up the flagstone path that
led to the little stone cottage where
Ingrid lived with her father, Dr. Bergstrome, pianist, and professor of music
composition at Baker College. As they
entered the house, the professor himself
came to greet them. He was a giant of
a man with a long narrow face topped
by thickly thatched white hair and
brows, and dominated by a slightly
hooked nose and piercing blue eyes.
"Ah, come in, John," the big man
greeted, his accent thick. "I was afraid
Ingrid would not be able to find you."
They walked into the living room. "I
have not seen much of you lately, John,"
the professor said, looking from the boy
to his daughter. "But then, you are a
pretty busy fellow these days, eh?"
"Dinner is ready, sir," Mabel announced, entering the room as the professor spoke to his student.
"Oh, yes, thank you, Mabel." The
professor turned to John. "Perhaps you
would like to wash up a bit. You know
the way," he said, waving a hand toward
the hall. "Ingrid and I will wait for
you in the dining room."
John hesitated a moment, but as the
professor waved him on, he shrugged his
shoulders and left the room, glancing at
his watch. The two stood a moment
looking after him before they turned and
went into the dining room to await him.
Ingrid broke the silence, "Father, —
John has to leave early. He has a job
tonight. The band is — "
"What, tonight he is playing with that
dancing orchestra? Tonight?" the big
man questioned. "But tomorrow is the
contest, and heaven only knows when
he last worked with the ensemble."
"I know," his daughter answered
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quietly. "I was surprised too, but it is
probably very necessary. I thought I'd
tell you so you could have your talk
with him during dinner. He will have
to leave before seven."
"But tonight." The professor was
deep in thought. 'I cannot understand
that boy any more. He has changed so
much." He spoke with a puzzled air.
"Before, all he dreamed of was winning
the contest, getting the scholarship —
going on with his music. Now even this
— this dancing orchestra — even it
comes before his work. I cannot understand," he sighed, settling heavily into
his chair at the head of the table.
"Dancing orchestras have their place,
but — "
"But what, sir?" John questioned, entering the room and taking his place at
the table.
"I just told Father that you had a
job tonight and would have to leave
early," Ingrid interposed hurriedly.
"And what I can't understand, John,
is how you can go off playing your little
dance songs when you should be getting
ready for tomorrow's contest." He ran
a hand through his rumpled hair. "Certainly you don't think you can win it
with no practice? When did you last
meet with the ensemble?
"Well, after all, sir," the boy defended
himself, "I have to make enough money
to live this summer, you know. If it
hadn't been for the band, I would have
been digging ditches rather than going
to school these past three years."
"But, my boy, this is the chance you
have been waiting for. Those judges are
not fortune tellers that they can know
who has lasting genius and who is just
a — just a shooting star." The professor
gestured with his fork, "Remember,
John, no matter how fine your composition is, it will be judged on how well it is
played, and it can be played only as
well as it is rehearsed, and directed!"
There was an awkward silence as
Mable entered with the food.
"You will be able to have a good rehearsal with them tomorrow, won't you?"
Ingrid asked as the maid left. "That will
do as well as one tonight." The girl
and her father looked at him intently as
he disregarded their question and began
to eat. Ingrid frowned and picked up
her fork, while her father continued to
watch the boy, waiting for a reply. He
saw that John was not going to answer,
and with a sigh and a shake of his head,
started eating.
The meal progressed without a sound
except the clink of silver and china. Dr.
Bergstrome and Ingrid exchanged worried glances, but John kept his eyes on
his plate. No one was eating much.
Finally John dropped his fork, and
turned to the professor. "Dr. Bergstrome, I've been going to see you for
the past week, I have a favor to ask of
you." He hesitated, avoiding the eyes
of the other two. "You see, I — , that
is, the band, — well, we have to play
tomorrow night, and I was wondering
if you could direct the ensemble," he
blurted.
Ingrid and the doctor sat in stunned
silence as John hurried on. "I didn't
want to. I would have turned down the
job, but it is more than just a job. It's
a tryout. If we're O.K. we can play at
the resort all summer. Even if I do win
the contest, the scholarship doesn't go
into effect until next fall, and all the
fellows need the jOb. I couldn't let them
down. Besides, if I don't win the scholarship, this will give me something to
count on for next year. A job like this
will make my name known around this
part of the country, and next year we
could really go places," he said with
pride. "We'll be able to — "
"But I thought this was the opportunity you were waiting for," the professor interrupted. "Are you going to
let a — a — cheap little dance orchestra
keep you from taking advantage of it?"
he thundered. "Do you mean to give up
your real work just to make money?
Do you think:— "
"It's not a cheap orchestra. It can
really go places if it gets a chance."
John stiffened at the taunt and rose from
his chair, anger showing on his face.
"And it does make good money. Is there
anything wrong with that? There's no
reason why I can't keep on with my writing in my spare time."
"Go places! Make money! Spare
time!" Dr. Bergstrome exploded, jumping from his chair. "Where do you think
you are going? How long does the best
dance orchestra last? What good would
all this money you plan to make do you?
You must play all night, and practice
all day. Do you think that would give
you any time to enjoy it, let alone to
write anything worth listening to?" His
thundering voice shook the room."Would
you have time even to think of a composition?"
"I'm sorry you feel that way, sir,"
John said stiffly. "I've already accepted
the job for tomorrow night."
"But John," he pleaded, "that kind
of music is for the little men. Let them
have it. Use your talent as it was meant
to be used." He saw the boy's deter-

mined face, and made a last attempt,
"Do you think you would ever be satisfied doing this? You have talent, my
boy, it must not be wasted."
There was an embarrassed silence as
the two men stood looking at each other.
"I'm sorry about it, sir," John finally
said, breaking the silence, "But there's
a chance for me to win the contest if
you will direct for me."
The older man sighed and sank heavily
into his chair. "I'm sorry, John. I can't
do that. There is a clause in the rules
of the contest that say the selections
must be student directed." He paused,
"Perhaps we can get the Charles boy
to do it for you. That would be better
than not entering it at all."
"Yes, sir."
"Of course, you know what the judges
will think when they find that you are
too busy to be there?"
"Yes, I suppose so, sir."
Ingrid had been silent so long the two
men had almost forgotten her presence.
She turned to John. "Couldn't you get
someone to take your place with the
band tomorrow night?" she questioned
quietly.
"I'm afraid that's impossible on such
short notice." He avoided meeting her
eyes. "I meant to do that earlier this
week, but — " his voice trailed off, leaving a tense silence.
Suddenly, thinking of the time, John
glanced at his watch. "It's ten of seven.
I'll have to rush if I'm to be ready to
leave on time." Ingrid and her father
rose as John started to leave the room.
"Do you suppose you could get hold of
Bob Charles, Ingrid? Maybe he could
practise with the group both tonight
and tomorrow. Then he'd know the
music better."
"I'll call him right away," she answered slowly.
The three walked silently to the door.
John turned and spoke awkwardly, "I—
well, thank you for the dinner. Sorry I
couldn't finish it." They stood a moment, no one speaking, "Well, goodby.
Don't forget to call Bob, Ingrid. Goodbye sir."
The old man nodded and the boy left.
The two walked into the house.
"I can't understand it. I can't understand it," the old man muttered to himself as he sank into an easy chair. "I
had such hopes for him, such hopes."
Ingrid stood a moment watching John
go down the walk. She didn't want to
talk about this with her father. She
had seen it corning for weeks now. It
had been such a surprise to him — such
a blow. Perhaps she should have warned
him, but she hadn't been sure. She
hadn't thought that it would go as far
as this. She had thought that John's
increasing interest in the dance band was
just a passing fancy — a desire for money
and the things it could do for him. She
had been so sure that he would win the
scholarship and that with it he would
turn back to his composition. How
could he have changed this way?
He had worked so hard to complete
his four years of college. His first desire
had been to become a concert pianist.
He had concentrated on his work, practising every spare moment. The dance
band had just been a means of livelihood
then. It had been in the last part of
his sophomore year that he had had his
first work in composition with her father.
The shrewd professor had immediately
seen John's talent, and John too had
become increasingly interested in this
new idea of becoming a composer. Last
summer her father had suggested that
he begin working on something to enter
in the Litchfield scholarship contest.
He had worked all summer on his tone
poem. It had been just since Christmas
when the finishing touches on the contest piece had been completed and work
with the string ensemble had begun,
that she had seen the change in John.
The dance band had become not a
secondary thing, a mere means of making
expenses, but rather something of primary importance. It occupied his
thoughts more than work with the ensemble did. He cancelled practises with
the string group to work out arrangements for the hand. It filled his talk —
how popular the band was, how large
the last crowd had been, how much they
had liked his piano parts and his arrangements, how many times he had been
called back to repeat numbers. She had
never thought him the kind of person
that would let a little applause go to his
head. Even then she had thought it all
just a phase he would pass through. Her
doubts had not begun until the night
two weeks before when he had insisted
that they go to hear a jam session rather
than to the symphony. She had seen
then the effect of his work with the band.
How he had beamed when they had
asked him to join in, and how thrilled
he had been when the audience had
clapped for his bit of improvised solo.
On their way home he had brought the
conversation back to it again and again.
He had enjoyed basking in the little bit
of limelight so much. And now he was
throwing away the chance of a real success for a little useless applause. How
could he have changed so? She turned
wearily away from the door. She must
call Bob Charles right away. Maybe
with his help John could still win. That
would change him back to his old self,
she was sure.
Ingrid did not see John again until

the afternoon after the contest. She
was walking toward the music building,
planning to get in an hour of practise,
when John called to her from the door
of the Sweet Shop. She hated to talk
to him. She was almost afraid of his
reaction, for he must know the results
of the contest now. She turned and
walked slowly, toward him.
"Tough luck about the contest, isn't
it?" he asked as he held the door for
her. "I hope your father doesn't take
it too hard. They sat in a front booth,
"Two lemon cokes," he called to the
waitress.
"You don't seem to be taking it too
hard," Ingrid said slowly after a moment.
"Of course I'm disappointed," he
paused as the waitress put the drinks
on the table and picked up the dime.
"After all, I worked hard all last summer
and fall to get the piece into shape, and
then I didn't like to disappoint you and
your father." A smile broke out on his
face, "But it's an ill wind that blows no
good. We got the job." He sipped his
coke waiting to see the effect of,his news.
"You got the job," she repeated stupidly.
"Yes, pretty nice isn't it?" he glowed.
"Three months work starting tomorrow
night. I guess it was the smart thing to
play the job instead of the contest after
all." He suddenly noticed that Ingrid
was not as enthused as he had expected.
"I am sorry about the contest. I know
you counted on my winning it. I had,
too, but things don't always work out
as you expect. When two opportunities
come up, you just have to decide which
one looks the best, and then stick to
your decision. After all, being a starving musician is all right, but being a
rich one is better, and playing in a
dance band is a lot more fun than grinding out compositions nobody will hear
anyway."
She couldn't believe it. He had had
his choice and the dance band had won.
He didn't even regret the loss of the
contest. He was almost glad. She remained silent.
"Ingrid," John's voice was low. "I'm
leaving tonight. I won't get another
chance to say goodbye. Please don't be
angry about the contest. I'm sure you'll
understand when you hear the band and
see how much the people like us, and I
will keep on with my work in my spare
time." He stopped, waiting for her to
speak.
She had nothing to say.
"You'll say goodbye to your father
for me?" he asked.
She nodded.
"And, Lakefield isn't very far. Come
out and hear us. Then you'll know I
was right." He rose from the booth.
"I have to go now. We're having a short
rehearsal. Would you like to hear it?"
"I think I'll stay here, John," her
voice sounded tired.
"Well, then, I guess it's goodbye for
now." He stood looking down at her.
"I'll write all about how things are
getting along. Goodbye, Ingrid."
"Goodbye, John."
He waited, wondering if he should
kiss her. She didn't look up at him.
After a moment he left.
The contest was over, the scholarship
lost, and he didn't care. He had a job
that was more fun. She sat, not seeing
the drink before her, not hearing the
chatter around her. She roused herself
and took a sip of her coke. She had to
have faith in him. Maybe he could still
make something of himself. He could
write during his spare time. Other composers had had to make a living and
write music as a sideline. If others had
done it, John could. It was just that
the atmosphere — . She rose. She would
have to explain it all to her father. He
would be §o disappointed.
Ingrid had planned to visit Lakefield,
not to hear the band — to give it the
chance John had asked for — so much
as to see if John was growing tired of his
work, or if perhaps he had begun serious
work on a new composition. But each
letter he sent seemed to show a growing
interest rather than a slackening one.
All his news was of the popularity of
the band and of himself. No mention
was made of the new composition she
had hoped he would write, and she
hated to ask about it. He seemed to be
too busy writing arrangements and practicing with the band to think of any
serious music. She had waited two
months, still hoping.
Her father, too, had not forgotten
John. He had received just the day
before a satisfactory answer to one of
his many queries. A scholarship was
still open at the American Conservatory
at Boston. If John could write something and get it to the board of trustees
by the middle of August, just a month
from now, he might still have a chance
to continue his work.
It was not fear of John's inability to
write the music in such a short time that
worried Ingrid; it was, rather, the fear
that he would not want to try. Then
news came that John had fallen and
broken a leg. It meant that he couldn't
work — that he might get away from
the influence of the band, and the engaging applause it brought with it. She
had made arrangements for him to go
to Brenton to stay at her aunt•s home.
Brenton — a beautiful little town or the
edge of the ocean — an ideal place for

John to work on his composition, if she
could only persuade him to start it.
It was twilight as Ingrid drove into
the edge of town and stopped before her
aunt's home. She pulled a suitcase from
the back of the car and hurried up the
walk. She was anxious to see John. It
had been over a month since he had left
BakerSfield.
She greeted her aunt with an affectionate hug, and asked for John.
"He's wheeled himself down on the
beach," the older woman answered. "I
can call him for you," she suggested,
with a twinkle in her eye.
"Don't bother, Aunt Ellen. I'll find
him," Ingrid assured her. She left her
bag in the hallway, and started from
the house.
John was sitting on the edge of the
beach, his wheelchair turned toward the
ocean so that he did not see her approach.
"Hello, John," Ingrid's voice was low
with emotion.
"Ingrid," John wheeled his chair
about quickly trying to cover the surge
of feeling that went through him. "This
is a surprise," he said laughing shakely.
"I didn't expect you until tomorrow. "
They stood a moment just looking at
each other, afraid to speak.
Ingrid broke the silence, "Your leg.
It is coming along all right?" she questioned, seating herself on the sand beside
him.
"Yes, it's just fine." Another long
pause was broken only by the wash of
the waves and the faint cries of a few
weary seagulls.
"How is the professor?" It was John
who broke the silence this time.
"Fine, working hard with his summer
classes of course." She paused "He
hopes to come to see you this week end."
"How nice, I would like to see him."
Another pause filled the air with
tension.
ow
do you like Brenton, and how
are you and Aunt Ellen getting along?"
Ingrid asked.
"You know that your aunt and I have
always been the best of friends." He
laughed uneasily. "Brenton is lovely."
He seized on this as a possible topic of
conversation. "The view of the sea is
beautiful, and no matter where you go,
the sound of it follows." He sat still a
moment. "I can almost forget the band
here."
"I hoped it would do that for you,
John."
"Yes," his voice was hard, "Yes, I
suppose you did. You never approved
of the band. You didn't even give it a
chance. You might have come to hear
it, you know."
"It's not that I didn't approve of the
band, John," she tried to explain. "It's
just that I felt as Father feels, that you
have something too great to be wasted
on it."
They sat for a long time in silence,
together yet each alone with his thoughts.
The pounding surf, the seagulls' cries,
and the faint whine of a boat far out
from shore, were the only sounds.
"Father and I are hoping that you
may make use of the time while you are
here to begin something." Ingrid said
softly. "What better theme could there
be than the surf, and the seagulls?"
For a moment John said nothing,
then, "The surf and the gulls," he repeated softly. "The surf and the gulls,"
his voice rose as an idea took form.
"That's it," he said in excitement.
Softly he began to hum a slow minor
tune, as Ingrid excitedly fished in her
coat for something to put it down on.
"That's all right, I've got it in my
head." He hummed it again and began
planning the arrangement aloud.
"He is all right," Ingrid's thoughts
shouted to her. 'He's got a theme, and
he wants to write it. He wants to write
it." That was all she could think of.
She could scarcely hear him as he muttered the plans for the music.
Suddenly fragments of his words penetrated her thoughts — second chorus,
saxes — double time, and she realized
his plan. She turned furiously.
"You're going to write that up for the
band? You're going to take that theme
and make it into a cheap stereotyped
little tune that every gum chewing
kitchen maid in the country can hum?"
She jerked to her feet in anger, and disgust, hurling her words at him.
"And what if I am?" he shouted back
at her, recovering from his first surprise.
"Is there anything wrong — "
"You're going to take an idea as
beautiful as that and write it up in a
musical version of TRUE STORY? Once
I thought you might becoMe a great
composer — I thought you had greatness in you. I thought you'd get over
this publicity craze, but I know better
now. You're just a cheap musician that
writes notes and plays them for the applause he can get. You'll go to any
length to keep in the lime light." She
turned and ran toward the house.
"What's wrong with a dance band?
She just hasn't any breadth of appreciation. There can be good dance music as
well as good symphonies. Limelight! I
play with the band and write for it
because I like to, that's all. What if I
do get applause? I deserve it. Of course
I like it. Everyone wants appreciation."'
Continued on page 9, column 4
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WIND IN THE LEAVES
The next three days crept by. To
Martha, Jim, and Billy they were days
of darkness, despair, and hopelessness.
Eating, sleeping, and working as usual
— yet not as usual. On the fourth day
when she was out in the garden weeding
the radishes, a strange car turned into
the lane. Martha stopped her work and
started toward the house, taking off her
hat and gloves while she walked. She
reached the house just as a middle-aged,
well-dressed man stepped out of the car.
Martha stood by the porch door waiting.
She knew the minute she saw him who
he was. There was an air about him
that could not be mistaken.
"Mrs. Pringle?" he asked politely, and
extended his hand. She noticed his
smiling lips and icy blue eyes.
"Yes," he answered. "I'm Martha
Pringle."
"Mrs. Pringle, I'm Sam Parker, a
representative of the National Defense
Board. I came to — "
"Won't you come in? There's no
need in our standing here in the sun,"
and Martha led the way into the house.
As they passed through the kitchen and
the dining-room on their way to the
parlor, he noticed how clean and homelike the place was. When they reached
the parlor, Martha pointed to a big
comfortable rocker and invited him to
sit down. She took a chair across the
room from him.
"Mrs. Pringle," he began. Somehow
he found it hard to talk to this quiet,
strong-willed woman. "Mrs. Pringle,
you, no doubt, know why I am here. I
have been sent out by the government
to clear up any questions which you
people may have.'
Martha sat looking at him. She was
calm, poised, self-possessed.
He continued. "We have found it
necessary to take over this land because
it is near the Twin Cities and a main
railroad line. This is a section not too
densely populated, and it can stand to
have the workers move in here. Our
price is a fair one." He paused, expecting an interruption. When none came,
he continued. "We are paying thirtyfive dollars an acre for the land, and we
will allow about five hundred dollars
for the buildings."
Martha gasped. The house alone was
worth three times that much. She
didn't say anything.
The hard, clipped voice went on. "You
may call for your check at the government office that has been set up in Farmington. We must ask you to be off
of the land in two weeks. Do you have
any questions which you would like to
ask?"
Martha sat silent for a few moments.
She could think of nothing to say. The
room was filled with an uncomfortable
stillness. The eyes of the man took in
the leather davenport and chair, the
library table in the center of the room,
the piano in one corner with pictures
standing on its top. Martha noticed
these things too. "No, I don't have any
questions," she said in a low voice. I
understand everything perfectly. We
will be off of the place in plenty of time."
"Well, I must be getting on, then. I
have several places to stop before evening." He got up and hurriedly walked
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to the door. He hoped that the rest of
those he visited would say something.
Somehow, this quiet, collected woman
was almost too much for him. It was
easier when they rebelled.
Martha stood in the. doorway and
watched the car go down the lane. She
wondered why they couldn't have let
her know sooner. Jim had worked hard
getting the crop in this spring.
The next two weeks were a bedlam.
Auctions were held everywhere. It
rained the day they had theirs. They
sold the stock and the machinery and
most of the furniture. Martha went into
town, signed papers, got her check, paid
off the mortgage, and the hardware
store for the machinery. She found two
rooms which she rented; they would
stay in town until Billy finished the
school year. After that — ? She had
five hundred dollars in the bank.
The truck was nearly packed and
ready to go. It held the few things that
she couldn't bear to part with. There
was the piano, and her bedroom furniture. Her good set of dishes was well
packed away in a box — Tom had given
them to her on their fifteenth anniversary. Her sewing machine was there
too. The boys were going down the
steps with the small kitchen table. It
was the last piece of furniture left in
the house. Martha went into their
empty home. She slowly walked through
the rooms. On the walls were light
squares where pictures and calendars
had hung. Her throat was tight, but
she did not cry. It would never do for
the boys to see her weeping. Slowly she
walked to the door and through it.
She didn't bother to turn the key in the
lock. Her head and shoulders were held
high as she got into the car. She noticed
that Billy had put a shovel and spade in
the back seat. He said that he could
spade gardens and earn some money
that way.
They followed the truck down the
lane. The sun made the leaves of the
tall poplar trees glisten, as tear drops
glisten on a child's cheek. They were
sad that she was going away, these trees
that had been faithful to her for so long.
They knew that she would never return.
When they reached the main road,
Martha didn't look back; instead she
looked at the strong, clean-cut, determined face of Jim. "They took my
home," she thought. "I wonder when
they will take my son."
The caravan moved down the road.

Spring
Quietly and on tip-toe
Spring walked through the woods last
night.
Her long, loose flowing gown of pure
white
Trailed lightly on the soft brown earth;
And brilliant blue sapphires worn in her
hair
Made her a picture of loveliness there.
Throughout the country side this warm
May day
Traces of Spring's wanderings are found
everywhere.
- MARIE STANEK.
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go, that I'd be happy here if we just
had enough money to make life decent?
And you had it! All the time you been
takin' food outa our mouths."
"No, Ruth! You don't understand!
You're being unreasonable! It's better
there. You live there instead of-ofstagnating . . . ." His voice stumbled
and fell.
Ruth said nothing, but went to the
window and looked out. Her face became meditative, calculating. She turned
to Ralph.
"I'm sorry, honey. I didn't mean to
fly off the handle."
Ralph took her in his arms and kissed
her mouth. "That's a girl," he whispered. "You'll see. You'll see we'll be
happy there. You'll see I'm right."
The hours at the factory the next day
seemed endless to Ralph as he pushed
wire racks of pink weiners into the
smoke room. His thought wandered back
to the cool greenness of hills and fields,
to the stillness of summer nights in the
country, thunderstorms. "Next week,"
he repeated to himself. "Next week."
The shriek of the four o'clock whistle
sent him hurrying to the locker room.
He snatched his suit coat and lunch pail
from his locker and walked quickly out
of the factory and into the street.
When he entered the kitchen a half
an hour later, he stopped suddenly and
stared dtimbly at what he saw. The old
wooden table was replaced by one shiny
white, its porcelain top draped with a
yellow and brown flowered cloth. His
eyes darted about the room. The chairs
— new, the curtains — new. He walked
slowly into the living room, his body
following the wanderings of his eyes.
Again curtains, pictures, scarfs — all
bright and clean and new. He wheeled
quickly around at the sound of Ruth's
'footsteps.
"Hello, Ralph. I didn't hear ya come
in."

Ruth stood leaning against the doorway, her body clothed in a green print
dress, her hair neatly piled in soft yellow
curls, her face rouged and powdered.
"Howdya like it, honey? Did ya see
the new kitchen table and chairs? An'
wait 'til Denny gets in from playin'.
You should see him — I got him a blue
sailor suit and one of those cute caps with
a gold anchor on it."
"Ruth — "
"And I got the . . . ."
"Ruth, you didn't take any of the
money for all this. I mean — where did
you get the money for all this — ?"
Ruth's casual sweetness changed to a
mocking coldness.
"Why, didn't you know, Ralph? I
been plannin'. I hadda plan, too. Just
like you. And mine was to live decent
some day. So I just found where you
said you put your — our — money and
bought a few things." She smiled. "I
knew my good hubby wouldn't mind his
wife . . . ."
The back of Ralph's hand whipped
across her face. She fell against the
wall.
! You
"You
! You spent the money!
dirty
You spent the money! The Wisconsin
money!"
"Well, whaddya think!" she screamed.
"Ya think I wuz gonna pick up an'
leave on some fool trip? I like
nice things like anybody else! And why
shouldn't I have 'em instead of spending
that money for nothin'? I'm gonna have
my baby in a house, not along a roadside! Yes, baby, Ralph. I'm gonna
have another kid. An' if you think I'm
goin' to bum around the country on
some wild-goose chase, you're crazy . ."
Ralph walked to the window and
looked out across the sea of roofs. Then
he sat down and bent forward with his
head in his hands, listening to the discordant symphony of the city.

IMPRESSIONS OF THE SEA
Wheeling long white shadows
Below the moving canopy
Of the green and blackened waves
Are molded in an ancient cast
Of worn and smokeless brass.
And clean, the soft unfolding mist
That fills the upper surfaces,
And blots the all encircling arm
Of the blickering horizon
Made of spun and beaten glass.

And the silver, slant horizon
Beckons like an echo call
That grows fainter than the whisper
Of the breath of solitude.
And the glimmer of the seagull
With its certain arrow aim
Shoots the wash of mist-hung silence,
Cuts into the swaying plane.

Dance of Conquest

Down toward the bottom of the hill
on the right a triangle had cut out to
make a yard, and the Big Canoe School
stood there. Someone else might have
thought it the loneliest spot in the world,
but Earl did not think that. He saw it
in the moonlight, and to him it was hope.
He hurried down the hill, and ran up
the steps.
Finding the front door locked, he sat
on the steps a long time without thinking of anything definitely. Then it struck
him that it had grown very dark. He
wondered what had happened to the
moon. He did not know it had set, and
that it was the time just before dawn.
He waited patiently for daylight, and
to him it did not seem long until he was
rewarded. The woods were suddenly
alive with the chattering of birds. He
watched and listened for awhile, then
he became afraid that someone other
than Inga might come walking down the
road.
No one would see him if he were
behind the schoolhouse. He walked
around to the back, and noticed a door.
He had never seen a latch like that
before. He touched it, and was glad
when the door opened. Inside was the
basement. It would be best to wait in
here. He sat down on the last step of
the stairway that led up to the schoolroom. It did not enter his mind that he
ought to be home doing the chores. In
a little while Inga would be here. He
would ask her, and hurry home. "As
white as snow," he said aloud.
A load of wood had been thrown in
on the basement floor, and had not
been piled. He hung his jacket over
the stair rail. It would be fun to pile it
as a surprise for Inga. While he was
doing this, he heard steps upstairs. He
heard the door open, and knew that
Inga would be coming down the stair.
He came out of the shadows to meet
her, his heart in his throat. He wasn't
aware that she screamed. He did not
know that his hair was disheveled, that
his face was flushed, or that his eyes
looked to her like those of a crazy man.
He felt that he wanted to touch her
again. He started up the stairs still
carrying a stick of wood in one hand.
She had turned to run. She musn't leave
until he had asked her. He caught her
belt, and held her. She turned to loosen
his hold, and when her hand touched
his, the feeling of last night surged
through him. He was overwhelmed and
deaf to her screams. He did not know
that in their struggle they fell down the
stairs, nor did he know that in the tumble he hit her temple with the stick of
wood, gripped like a vice in his hand.
When he came to, her body was crushed
under his on the cement floor. He was
frightened. He saw her black hair in a
pool of blood. Tears .stung his eyelids.
He did not want to look at her white
skin, blotched with red. This wasn't
what he had come here to do. He ran
his hands through his hair, and thought
he ought to get her to sit up. He musn't
let her head lie in that pool of blood,
but then he heard someone on the front
steps. He rushed out the door and into
the woods where he was out of sight.
It was a moonlit midnight again, a
peaceful moonlight at odds with the
practical light shining from the windows
of the B— store. Inside were dozens of
men. Not just men from the farms nearby,
but men from the surrounding towns,
attracted to this little country store by
the stories of a gory murder. Men had
come who had never been there before,
and would never come there again. The
air was filled with blue smoke, and the
floor was littered with stubs. Some who
had known Earl Trumbel were recalling
all the odd things he had done from the
time he was a child until today. To
them it did not matter if they twisted
the facts a bit to maket the stories better.
Each one had his own solution of the
crime. They were agreed on but one
point. The culprit deserved the hanging
he would get.

In Guatemala the most popular dance
among the Indians is "El Baile de la
Conquista"; that means in English:
"Dance of the Conquest," and it takes
place in every fiesta that the Indians
hold in their villages and cities. The
curious thing about this dance is that
the Indians dress in Spanish costumes
and not in regional ones. The costumes
are from the XVI century. Another
thing is that the dancers wear masks
with blond hair and white skin, like the
Spaniards.
The costumes are of very good cloth
and the aspect is colorful. The rich
Indians sometimes wear expensive
dresses ornamented with gold and silver.
All the things which the actors use in
the dance belong to a "Cofradilla," a
kind of organization under the direction
of the "Cofrade," a man with a job like
the president of our clubs. The dancers
practice the whole year, and they put
on at most three or four representations.
In the "Dance of the Conquest" no
woman takes part. Only men and sometimes horses appear. The principal actor
is the man who plays Pedro de Alvarado,
conqueror of Guatemala and the best
captain of Cortez, because he has command over the rest of the dancers. When
we see this dance, Pedro de Alvarado
calls our attention first, because he wears
the richest and nicest dress.
The dance is a kind of representation
of the conquest of Guatemala. When
the Indians represent the whole dance,
it takes a very long time. They start at
two o'clock in the afternoon and they
finish at five-thirty or six o'clock. The
dance is tiresome because it is too long,
but the Indians have patience to watch
the dance and to hear the music played
by five or six instruments.
"The Dance of the Conquest" is one
of the few groups of dances which the
Indians still do in Guatemala and which
is permitted by the government.
HUMBERTO RODRIGUEZ,
Quetzaltenango, Guatemala.

White as Snow

Continued from page 2, column 5

not hear what she said. He mumbled
something about his mother, and hurried
out into the night.
The moon had risen over the hill, but
he did not see it. He walked along without seeing anything. Today was the
day the cream hauler came, tomorrow
would be baking day, the next day would
be cleaning day, and then it would be
Sunday. He must ask her! He must
ask her tomorrow . . . where . . . how
. . . ? In his cunfusion he had taken
the wrong road. This was the road to
the Big Canoe school where Inga taught.
He looked down toward the schoolhouse,
and then a plan came to him. He would
be, here tomorrow when she came to
school. It would be easy to ask her when
no one was around. He turned, and
walked home lightened and happy again.
His mother heard him whistling as he
came in, and she went back to sleep
thinking that perhaps she had been
foolish to worry. Earl left the note on
the table and climbed to the loft. He
lay down fully clothed. He thought it
would be best because he had to be
ready to leave early.
He got up many times and walked
to the window in the bare room. It was
hard to tell if it was morning or not.
The moonlight was as bright as day. It
must be almost morning he thought
again and again, as he stood looking out
the window. Convinced at last, he went
down and outside. He hurried along
the road to the schoolhouse. Almost at
once he came to the abrupt drop that
would take him to the school yard. He
felt safe here in the ravine. It was
darker here. On either side of the road,
steep hills covered with thick woods
rose toward the sky, and touched it.

- HELEN PARKER.

Hans was tired with a wakeful tiredness. He took no part in the talk, but
sat on the stool behind the shadow of
the counter, going over the events of
the last twenty-two hours. He had
gone to Inga's house early that morning
to offer her the school contract for next
year, but she had left for school earlier
than usual, and he had followed there.
It was he who had found her. What
sense had told him to post a notice of a
school holiday on the door after he had
locked up, he did not know. Then he
drove to town to notify the sheriff. The
story leaked out, and people swarmed
in. He and Oscar Hanson were guarding
the scene, waiting for the sheriff and
coroner. People had broken in through
the windows and door, and pressed
against the rail of the basement stair
until Oscar had cried out, "For God's
sake, get out, get out every last one of
you!" They left shamed by the tears
streaming down Oscar's face . . . but
they had waited outside the building
for what might happen.
It was after they had gone that he
found Earl's jacket lying on the floor,
where it had dropped from the railing.
He could still feel the shock in his heart.
The sheriff had come, and had used
Martinson's blood hounds to find Earl.
They had trailed him to his house,
to the loft, where he had left his bloody
overalls, to the kitchen sink, and then
across the garden, to the woods.
Yes, they had found Earl where he
had told them that Earl would be, in
the little clearing there in the woods.
They had scoffed when he had suggested
it. "No man would be that foolish,"
the sheriff had said. Earl wasn't afraid
of the hounds or of the sheriff. He sat
there on a log, eating a piece of bread
and butter . . . Hans closed his eyes
and saw Earl's face caked with dry
blood, saw Earl's eyes meet his own
squarely. He shook his head to shut out
the scene in the school house where the
sheriff had taken Earl to see what effect
the sight of the body would have. Earl
had mumbled, "As white as snow," and
hadn't talked again . . .
Hans' head dropped to his arm, resting
on the counter . . . "God," he whispered, "let me forget this soon" . . . No
one heard him . . . He was there alone.

JUNGLE ASHES
N. Rauk

Night was falling on Hobo Jungle.
Dusk had spread its gray blanket over
the tops of the oak trees that formed
the sheltering roof of the hobo's home.
The live things in the woods were settling
down for the night. The birds that had
chattered eagerly a half hour earlier
were now engaged in drowsy murmurings. Mysterious rustlings mingled with
them, rustlings made by unseen little
ground creatures that search their prey
at night.
Hobo Jungle usually had five or six
"sons of the trail" socializing about the
campfire, but this night there was one
lone man gathering firewood. He
dragged one foot in a slight limp. His
back was bent. When the fire was laid,
he stooped to light it, waiting for it to
crackle before he sat down carefully to
watch it. He placed his elbows on his
knees, and rested his cheeks between his
palms. He looked into the flames. They
became brighter, and betrayed what the
dusk had kidden. Somewhere a pain
was gnawing and sapping his strength.
Even in the yellow glow his skin appeared gray and colorless. The wrinkles
on his forehead were arched as if he had
suffered much gracefully and patiently.
He sat a long time staring into the fire.
Then he said deliberately, "Tomorrow I
shall know the truth of everything . . .
tomorrow — " His voice dropped to a
whisper. He sat motionless.
It became darker. The live creatures
became quiet, and the only sounds to
be heard were the faint breezes, the
cracking of burning logs, and the croaking of frogs in the distance. A baritone
voice singing the levvy song cut through
the atmosphere. It grew steadily stronger, and before long the flames revealed
a hobo with symbolic stick and bundle.
In all this time the man by the fire
had given no indication that he was
aware of his company. He gazed in
rapt attention into the flames, but the
hobo was not discouraged. During his
two years on the trail he had met many
men who were reluctant to talk. He
hummed strains from "God Bless America" as he roasted the meat at the end
of a forked stick, and drew his lips into
a whistle when it started to burn. "Well,
my good man, here we are. The feast
is ready, and we have but to dine." He
stretched to hand a wiener across the
fire, and became really aware of the man
for the first time. He stared at his eyes,
wondering what was so very unusual
about them. Suddenly he knew, they
were not blinking! He held his breath
as he stood waiting for the eyelids to
flicker. He threw a log on the fire,
staring at the eyelids all the while. "Come,
my good fellow-w-w — " His voice
trailed off as he came to a full realization of the situation. He jumped up,
gathered the stick and bundle, and hurried down the path into the darkness,
leaving the dying fire to guard the dead.
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J ava Sea
White, curling fuses dangled from the
working face. The longer ones were
already spitting fire, rapidly diminishing as they shot out their venom. He
touched the split ends of the shorted
fuses with flame. The stope of the copper
mine was filled with a hissing as of
snakes. He dropped into the manway
and scrambled down a ladder. The soles
of his rubber boots touched bottom unexpectedly; he was jolted. "Fire!" he
yelled. And coughed in the powder
smoke rolling down the drift.
He heard Frank Riley exclaiming,
" — , we're the last to blast again.
We're goin' to have to hustle, if we don't
want to miss the cage." He felt his
lunch bucket being shoved at him.
"Here, you better take the bits too." He
took the heavy wooden box under his
arm. As they hurried stumbling over
the ties, his partner kept up his grumbling, "I'm fagged, son, fagged. Too
old for the mines."
Their lamps were fogged by the smoke;
they felt their way with feet. An electric
motor came up whining and cars loaded
with gray copper ore rumbled past them,
as they splashed along beside the track.
The water running in the gutter was
hot. The air was super-saturated with
a dampness as of equatorial Africa.
There was a muffled, prolonged roar behind them. His partner said, "Billy,
my boy, we made it! We made our
blast. , I thought we wouldn't
make it."
The air was cooler in the brightly
lighted station. Men, a steamy odor
rising from their sweat-soaked clothes,
were crowding into the double-decked
cage. Their pale faces were veiled with
gleaming sweat. Bill had to held hard
to keep himself standing a few minutes
longer. He was tired.
Once jammed into the little cage,
however, he could have fainted and still
remained erect, so closely were the men
compressed. In fact, a wave of giddiness
did come over him as they soared past
the lighted hollows which were the level
stations. The cage rose more slowly
now. When the pull of the elastic cable
ceased, the cage bounded a few times.
Feeling the metal floor heave and knowing that below him were 4200 feet of
empty shaft, nausea gurgled up in him.
Overhead was the shuffle of shoes as the
miners in the upper deck stepped out
upon the surface. At length the cage
shot up a few more feet, the bar was
lifted out of the way, and he was free
in the open air.
It was still night. He stood in a line
slowly pressing forward, as the men
checked in their lamps and snapped out
the numbers of their working places to
the timekeeper. On the wall of the lamp
shack lay an illuminated board with the
caption: Missed Holes. It set him to
wondering about his blast. He was still
a little powder-shy; handling dynamite
made him nervous. He hoped he had
got all the holes charged properly, the
sticks tamped tight, caps inserted properly. He and Riley hadn't stayed to
listen as the shots went off. In too much
of a hurry. But he was pretty sure it
had gone off all right.
Bill stepped briskly over the uneven,
ill-lit sidewalk. Having taken a shower
and changed to clean clothes, with no
lamp battery dragging down his belt he
felt pounds lighter. Bareheaded, he
strode through the cool mountain night.
Others like him, lone, dark figures, were
slipping homeward along the quiet
streets. Quiet till now. The thump and
bounce of a schottische echoed against
red brick buildings. Green tubes of light
writhed out the words, Butte Beer. He
went in, leaned against the bar, and
ordered a boiler-maker. He gulped
down the fiery whiskey in one swallow,
sent a part of his beer chaser after it,
and looked around. In one corner a
blond young man was seated, his shining
and exuberant face swaying over a big
accordion. The musician jerked out a
concluding flourish and, after setting
down his instrument, picked up a highball glass.
Bill walked out to him over the dance
floor, past couples. "Hello, Arnie," he
said. Arnie looked up at him with a sly,
friendly grin and asked, "Get your
ticket from the government yet?" He
added, "I'm going home. I'm being
drafted."
Bill, his hands in his pockets, rocked
back on his heels and answered, smiling,
"No, but I'm expecting it any day now.
A ticket to the Naval Reserve training
school in Chicago. Then out on a cruise
as an ensign., Boy, won't you be green,
peeling spuds and thinking of me, out
on the blue ocean." He laughed. "I'm
going to apply for Asiatic service. The
Philippines.
Arnie joggled the ice in his empty glass
seriously, "Oh, the suicide fleet! If we
fight the Japs, you'll be in a fine spot.
Better have a drink." As they walked
back to the bar, Arnie continued, "Too
bad you couldn't have got a position,
though, as a chemist. somewhere.. After
all, four years at the university, major"
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ing in chemistry, should have got you a
job."
"Gosh, how in
, when the first
question they fire at you nowadays is,
`Are you draft exempt?' or 'How are you
in the draft?' Then I have to say, 'I'm
signed up in the Naval Reserves.' But
that's all right. It's one way of getting
out of these muck-holes. , it was
a tough night! Running after tools,
powder, nothing where it should be. A
crack in the waterliner hose. A Decrepit
old Irishman for a partner. It was
tough. It's too bad a guy's gotta
eat to live." In the mirror back of the
bar he suddenly noticed his drawn,
wrung-out face and his calloused hands,
stained with cuts and contusions, one
pinched nail purple and blue. , "I'm
going to turn in. It's a quarter to four,"
he said.
In his room, before going to bed, he
regarded the map tacked up on the wall
— a delicately tinted thing brightening
the rigid conventionality of his rented
surroundings. After pausing over the
name Cavite, he lovingly traced with
his finger the attenuated outline of green
Luzon, which looked life a leaf chewed
into by caterpillars. And he again told
over to himself the places he yearned
to possess in actuality — slender Palawan and its Puerto Princesa, Zamboanga,
where the monkeys have no tails, Panay
or portentous sound, Sanda"kan in the
upjutting pick of North Borneo — the
fragrant names of seas, Moluccas, Banda,
Arafura, Flores, Java. His mind humming with these magic syllables, Bill hid
the dawn with a window blind and
crawled under bed covers.
The Java Sea! Low coral atolls
fringed with palms, white beaches half
hidden by breaking surf, green volcanic
peaks bounding vertically into the clouds,
squalls of rain, rumbling with thunder,
sharing the ocean with sunlit expanses
of water, sparkling effervescently . . .
So he imagined it. And the waking
images merged with his dreams . . .
"A whiskey sour, no bitters," he said.
The white-aproned bartender measured
out the ingredients into an aluminum
can, set it on the mixer. The clatter of
whirling ice mingled with low-pitched
conversation, loud laughter, the sizzle
of steaks frying, the clack of chips. When
the din slackened a little, he hears a
tired voice murmuring, "Raise you five."
The bartender poured the foaming
sour into a glass and placed it in front
of Bill. After taking a sip, Bill turned
around. At a poker table a player with
the sad, dogged look of a steady loser
was tossing his hand into the discard.
A baldheaded chap with a dead cigar
clamped between his teeth was raking
in the chips with both hands. The
losing player fumbled in his pockets a
moment, his face set and solemn, then
jerking himself onto his feet, walked off
without looking to right or left. The
houseman ruffled the cards leisurely, as
if bored, and looking straight at Bill,
charged, "Another seat in the poker
game. Come, try your luck in the
poker game." The empty seat emitted
an almost irresistible attraction. Bill
turned his back to it, pushed back his
glass. "The same, please."
But the thought of that empty seat
lay vibrant in his mind. He knew that
should he allow himself to drop into that
slot, he would have lowered himself into
another world, in which nothing existed
but fifty-three rigid, waxy cards, stacks
of white, red, blue, and yellow chips, a
circular green table. Time would be
twisted out of shape. Hours would be
telescoped into seconds. A second would
be stretched into anxious eons, the while
he cautiously peered at a hole card, his
last_ white chip in the pot. He would
find forgetfulness and there was something he wanted to forget. Looking at
a clock would remind him of it. Suddenly a terrible speed. So little time in
which to do things, to go places! He
downed his whiskey sour at a gulp and
walked quickly out of the bar room.
Out on the hot, sundrenched street,
Bill realized that there was nowhere to
go really, no time in which to do anything. Soon a clock somewhere would
force him to remember that which he
had temporarily forgotten. He turned
into another barroom, its dim interior
partly lit by a buzzing blue tube of agitated gas. A Wurlitzer enwrapped by
revolving clouds of color, mourned tearfully for a lost love. He said to the bartender, "A whiskey sour."
A little clock ticked over the cash
register. He allowed its message to sink
into his mind. Before long it would be
time to go to work again. He had a
sinking. feeling beneath his ribs. He
wondered dully whether he had drunk
enough to justify his losing a shift. He
decided he hadn't. A couple of months
ago, he remembered, the prospect of
another shift in the mine had been a
definite challenge to his capacity for
endurance. The determination to stick,
to last it out, where others had been
forced to quit, had made an inestimable
addition to his strength.

Now strength came to him from another source. (The Java Sea-Malay
proas with bulging, triangular sails
leaping out from palm-thatched villages
walking in water, and he, an ensign in
the United States Navy, watching them
from the deck of an anchored destroyer.)
A naval officer should have courage. He
could hold the idea of another shift
now without flinching. He wouldn't
have to stand it much longer anyway.
Inside of a week he would be getting a
long railroad ticket for Chicago . . .
Coming out of the dry house, encased
in mineral-crusted denims, he joined the
line of men waiting to get their lamps.
Overhead the cables sang as they ran
through the air. High in the gallows
frame of the mine shaft a skip bucket
emptied with a great rumble. Mike,
the shift boss, walked up to him and
said, "Leino, the day shift had a helluva
time cleaning up the mess you made last
night. Lagging blown all to hell. Two
set of pillars knocked down. Good thing
you broke up a lot of rock too, otherwise
. . . Well, you're going to have to learn
powder before you can call yourself a
miner." He clumped off, shaking his
head.
Bill drew a deep breath. He had been
afraid that he was going to be told to
"Go get it." Now he did not know
whether to be sorry or not about escaping being fired. He had his lamp now
and the rest of his gear. He stepped into
the cage. More men crowded into it.
The bar clanged down into place. The
bottom dropped off the earth and the
miners lost sight of the sun. He would
never, Bill thought, get rid of the illusion that his stomach was floating down
a good ten feet above him. In the station there was the same monotonous
throb of pumps lifting water a few levels
higher. The drift looked the same, two
shining tracks twisting as they followed
the exhausted vein of ore. It was Riley's
free day; the swingman would be helping
him. He climbed the ladders to his stope.
He found the swingman, a heavy
block of a fellow, already setting up the
drill, wedging a chip of wood between
the lagging and the steel pipe to which
the drill was attached, so as to make it
firm enough to withstand the violent,
repeated, hammering recoil. "I'll feed
'er tonight," Bill said.
"Go ahead," replied the swingman.
"I'm going after ice. It's pretty hot up
here."
Bill pushed a piece of waste rock
down into the square opening of his toe
and asked, "Do you think so?" The
heat was close and oppressive, adding
leaden weight to his movements. The
swingman lowered himself into the manway, "Go to 'er, kid."
Bill Leino fitted a steel into the drill
chuck, brought the sharp hit to bear
against the gray ore, laid a hand on the
crank, ready to feed the drill into the
rock, released the compressed air. A
clattering din reverberated in the timbered stope.
He could never describe it afterwards.
There was a blinding flash and then
darkness, but the bright explosion and
the instant darkness seemed to be one,
bursting into his eyes at the same moment. Flung across the width of the
stope, the shock too great for pain to
reach him, he still retained consciousness, still was able to think, to realize
what had happened to him. He had
drilled into a missed hole" echoed in his
mind, kept on echoing as he was brought
out to the station on a stretcher, lifted
up to the surface, hung in the straps of
an ambulance. When the siren stopped
wailing and the ambulance was braked
to a halt, he fainted.
His eyelids grated over his eyeballs as
he strained to pull them open. They
seem puffy and as big as moons. A
split of light entered one eye. "Light,
thank God." But everything was
blurred, as if his eyes were smeared with
vaseline,—some sort of grease at any
rate. The white figure at the end of the
bed had a fluid quality about it, would
not stay fixed in any consistent pattern.
He remembered vaguely their picking
grains of rock out of his eyes and face,
his attempted screams chopped up into
series of short, quick pants, bandages
wound so tightly about his chest, it
seemed he couldn't draw a full breath.
"Nurse," somebody said, "he's coming
to again. Another injection of morphine,
please. We're going to have to remove
that right eye.'
His body felt greatly expanded, puffed
out for miles, a huge vacuum in its
center. He reached out his tongue; it
was days before the tip of it touched
his lips. His tongue drew back, coated
with an oily, pungent taste. "Okay,"
he had wanted to say, "okay." A needle
pricked his arm.
He began drifting over long, heavy
billows, slowly rocking up and down.
Images flew fast through his mind.
Trains of rusty hopper cars heaped high
with gray ore trundling down from the
hill . . . Ore, tonnage, copper, copper
for radios, direction finders, fire control
instruments, planes, tanks, ships, brass
casings for shells, innumerable shells . .
Faces, faces, scores of faces, drained of

energy, their strength absorbed by those
trainloads snaking down toward the
fuming smelters. He saw the miners
pass, a great procession — those with
arms in slings, those who swing like
pendulums between their crutches, the
two-fingered, the three-fingered men,
the men with hard eyes disconcertingly
out of harmony with one another. All
their faces passed him . . The slim
destroyer pushed itself languidly over a
malachite-colored sea. Blinding light
bounced off the glittering water and rippled into the bridge. A white-uniformed
officer, shielding his eyes with his goldbraided cap inspected the chronometer
and remarked, "Ensign William Leino
is late for his watch."
Another white-figure informed him,
"Why, didn't you know? Ensign Leino
was wounded in action. The thirty
hundred level in the Constitution mine."
The ship slid easily over the Java Sea.

tat/1 I have read somewhere that between
a boy and a girl there never has been
such a thing as a purely platonic friendship. I may have believed it once, but
that was before I met Stanley. When I
first saw Stan I decided almost immediately that he certainly had his share
of conceit. He was tall, dark, and best
of all, the current football hero. Certainly that must be the reason he was
tolerated, I thought. There was that
certain proud way in which he carried
his head, as if he believed himself to be
the monarch of all he surveyed. His
dark eyes never melted to a soft brown,
but continually seemed to challenge
anyone who spoke to him. He didn't
get along well with his teachers either,
I noticed, and always seemed to be
squabbling vainly because he had not
done some lesson or had played hooky
from school. They seemed to tolerate
him as we all did, because he was the
mainstay of the football team.
Somewhere along the course of his
life he had struck up a strong friendship
with Bernie. Bernie was just his opposite — a rather shy, likeable fellow, who
seemed to be on the most friendly terms
with everybody. Bernie worshipped him
as a god and dogged his footsteps. It
was through him that I really met Stan.
Previous to that time Bernie and I had
spent long hours discussing him. Sometimes I would become furious and announce that Stan was nothing but an
uncouth, swell-headed brat that needed
to be taken down more than just a few
notches, to which Bernie patiently would
reply, "Oh, he's not so bad — not when
you really get to know him."
Soon it became evident that to have
Bernie meant to have Stan too. He was
constantly in our wake. But rather
than lose Bernie I was forced to accept
his boon companion also. Some evenings
I would stamp up the stairs in an uncontrollable rage because he had very
frankly criticized my clothes or manners.
At other times he was just as loud in
his praises. Gradually I found myself
wearing the clothes he liked, not so
much to please him, but to avoid an
argument.
A few months later in my quest for
new excitement I chanced to stray to a
nearby roadhouse of a rather questionable reputation. I was enjoying this bit
of "slumming," as I called it, until Stan
walked in. One look at his face as he
stalked across the floor, made me realize
he was furious.
"Just what do you think you're doing
doing here?" he asked.
"Having fun," I replied.
"Well, get your coat. You're going
home," he retorted.
To be bossed like this was more than
I could bear. I flung angry, bitter words
at him as he searched for .my coat.
"I won't go with you! I won't!" I
stormed. "I have just as much right out

Love Song
i like the night sounds —
the melancholy moan of a
train whistle in the darkness, searching for a niche
in eternity.
the far-off howl of a moonsilvered dog, mourning for
the pink and gold of dawn.
the crisp, plaintive chirp
of crickets, morse-coding
aerial love notes to their
mates.
the cool, blue night winds •
humming in the pines . . .
night sounds are lonely . . .
sad . . . desolate . . .
i like them. they and i
share secrets . . we are
akin . . .
— DICK NELSON.

Do lotes Rissen
here as you have. You can't make me
move a step!"
"That's what you think," he snapped
back, as he bundled my coat around me
and out of the door and toward his
rickety, paint-splashed jalopey. We
were silent as we rode home.
I'll show him, I thought. Just wait.
I'd go back the very next chance I got,
and the next, and the next. But, somehow, I never did.
Toward the end of the same year his
family moved to a distant city and he
worked for his board and room at the
house next to ours. Eventually it became the custom that he should come
over for a few minutes each evening to
listen to our radio. As time went on,
these visits became longer and he became
a little more talkative. Gradually I
learned several things about him. Apparently, he belonged to no special
church, but he had very definite ideas
about what was right and wrong. His
moral code far surpassed that of any
boy I had previously known. His family
was poor. That I surmised from the
patched condition of his few clothes.
But just how poor they really were I did
not find out until later, and then from
outside sources. Often there had not
been enough to eat for his whole family.
Whatever money Stan had — and it
wasn't much — he had to earn by delivering groceries after school. Then too,
there had been a great deal of friction
between his parents, which he had carefully concealed behind his mask of indifference. It came to me as a distinct
shock that Stan really wasn't conceited
at all, but rather the victim of a very
terrifying inferiority complex. No wonder he always carried his head so proudly,
and so boisterously defied his teachers
and other authorities. He had succeeded
perfectly in his disguise, too, for I am
sure that few people have seen him as I
saw him that night, pouring out to me
in a few moments of weakness all the
troubles and responsibilities that were
heaped on his shoulders.
I wondered, as he said goodnight, just
how I could meet him the next day.
Surely it would be very embarrassing
for him to know that I knew he was
just bluffing. However, I never had the
chance to find out. He didn't appear in
school the next day, and we soon learned
that he had left town to join his family.
A few weeks later we read in the paper
that he had joined the army and had
been sent to Alaska.
We talk about him often, Bernie and
I, and wonder how he is. No doubt he
still goes around banging his head stubbornly against stone walls in an attempt
to cover up the frightened little boy that
is within him. We speculate on what he
might have been if he had had the right
environment. But whatever he is, he
has been the best friend Bernie and I
have ever had.

The Surf and the Seagulls
Continued from page 7, column 5

Hours later, when his anger had worn
off, John wheeled himself back to the
house. It was late, and a single light
was burning. He saw Ingrid sitting
alone at the piano. She did not turn as
he entered. He hadn't wanted things
to end this way. He only wanted her
to see his side of the story. He knew
now that perhaps he should have tried
a little harder to see hers. She was
probably right about the theme too.
He could only remember fragments of it
now. But what did that matter? He
had to go back to the band. He had to
make a living. If he could only make
Ingrid see that.
He wheeled himself close to the piano.
"Ingrid," he said softly.
"Yes, John?" she asked, not taking
her eyes from the keys.
"I want to apologize. You were right
about the theme. It is too good, but I
haven't time for that kind of music
now: I have to go back to the band as
soon as I can. I need the job to make a
living. I was thinking about it down
there by the shore, and I could do
something while I'm crippled up. I'll

try anyway."
Ingrid sat still, staring at the keys.
I've forgotten most of the theme now,
but I can probably get another."
She sat a moment more in silence and
then lifted her eyes to the sheet of
manuscript before her on the piano, and
began to play. It was John's theme she
played. The low somber tones filled the
room. His eyes began to glow. The
music grew in intensity, and fell again
to the soft throbbing base notes, then
stopped in the middle of a phrase. With
one push, John brought his wheelchair
beside her stool and he went on with the
music. The surf rumbled, the seagulls
cried faintly as he played. He stopped
suddenly and took up the pencil she
had been using. He wrote furiously for
a moment and then his hands dropped
again to the keys.
Ingrid sat silently, watching and listening. He was completely engrossed in
his music, oblivious to her. It was all
right now, she knew. That was all he
had needed — a little push a start.
The music went on, surging through her,
growing as she watched.
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Ped Nine Triumphs in
Final Tilt of Season
The warrior baseball nine closed its
1942 season with a smashing victory
over Eau Claire at that city. The peds
displayed a heretofore uncovered hitting
power, and this, coupled with Don
Bolkcum's masterful pitching, proved to
be too much for the Wisconsin crew.
The attack started in the first inning,
when the Winonans scored three runs
on a double by "Dixie" Campbell, a
single by Qualy, and two errors. From
here on in, the ped's scoring was scattered throughout the remaining innings.
The Eau Claire team picked up its
run in the third with an error, a hit,
and a ground ball producing the lone
tally.

The ped nine dropped the second
round of the cities series, when St.
Mary's humbled T. C. by a score of
10-2. Don Bolkcom did not have his
stuff, and even though Ed Bentrup did
some great relief twirling, the peds could
not get into the ballgame. George
Klemm, outfielder, came through with
two hits for the ped cause, and Barrett,
Graham, and Youngs supplied the St.
Mary's punch.

Thanks

Romaine

Our thanks go to Romaine
Foss for his excellent work in
supplying us with the sports
news of the year. Romaine's
sports page was as interesting
to read as his stellar play in
football and basketball was
to watch.
Continued from page 1, column 5
Two-year graduates who will receive
diplomas are: Catherine Colbenson,
Rushford; Helen Colbenson, Houston;
Anne Doebbert, Winona; Lois Farstad,
Bayport; Merle Graskamp, Fountain;
Norma Grausnick, Winona; Arlene Kennedy, Wabasha; Elvera Larson, St. Paul;
Bonnie Nash, Winona; Helen Standin'.
ger, New Richland; Thelma Bergsgaard,
Spring Grove; Marie Chester, Dundas;
Marjorie Einhorn, Winona; Doris Hanson, Sherburn; Phyllis Sanden, Houston;
Lova Starz, Zumbro Falls; Mary May
York, Fergus Falls; Dolores Bissen,
Caledonia; Janet Bohks, LaMoille; Ruth
Boyum, Peterson; Katherine Floren,
Kerkhoven; Dorothy Gardner, Minnesota City; Naomi Grimm, Winona; Madella Hagerthy, Minneapolis; Mary
Harens, Cogswell, N. D.; Anita Hartman, Hokah; Bernice Hauglum, Hayfield; Donna Jenkins, Winnebago; Marilyn Klavitter, Lewiston; Mary Lou
Martinson, St. Paul; Jean Mathison,
Spring Valley; Doris Nolte, Harmony;
Dorothy Nordstrom, Dassel; Maribeth
O'Halloran, Canton; Joyce Opdyke,
Hibbing; Marcella Schrank, Stillwater;
Joy Seifert, Stillwater; Theoline Simons,
Winona; Sybil Skogen, Kasson; Betty
Strong, Waseca; Dorothy Sullivan,
Rochester; Doris Tainter, Winona; Elaine
Thedens, Rochester; Martha Thimijan,
Lake City; Evelyn Wood, Plainview;
Rose Carroll, Rosemount.
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AT CHAPEL TODAY
W. P. E. Award
Winners Picked ;
Letters Given

Second Lieutenant Milton Roelofs,
student at Winona State Teachers College from 1938 to 1941, was commissioned as an officer in the United States
Army Air Corps at the Lubbock Army
Flying School, Lubbock, Texas, on May
20, 1942.
Second Lieutenant Roelofs, a member
of the "W" Club and a graduate of last
year's class, was captain of the 1940
football team, and was end for four
years. Roelofs was an officer of the varsity "W" club in his senior year.

Trackmen Place Fifth
In Bemidji Track Meet
The final track meet of the season was
held last Saturday when the team journeyed up north to the land of Paul Bunyan to compete in the State Teachers
College Conference meet at Bemidji.
The meet was won by Bemidji, which
garnered almost twice as many points
as its nearest rival.
The Peds, weakened by the losses of
such point-winners as Bob Eastin, Lloyd
Schmidt and Phil Schwab, made a good
showing, placing fifth, one-half point
behind fourth place, and three points
out of third place.
The meet probably meant the most
to Lyle Ready, dash man, for he won
his letter by placing in the 100-yard
dash.
The Peds got their share of medals
at the meet. Doug De Lano, who hasn't
lost in the discus this year, took his
usual first place, and was the only Winona man to do so. He also placed fifth
in the shot put.
Bob Novotny was the highest point
getter for the team, collecting second
in the shot put third in the discus, and
a tie for second in the high jump. "Tiger"
really has a lot of credit coming; for he
has earned more points (54) this year
than any other cinderman in local track
history.

39 PEDS HONORED
The 1941-42 sports year produced
fifty-six lettermen at Winona State
Teachers College. Twenty-four earned
letters in football, nine in basketball,
twelve in track, ten in baseball and one
in tennis.

On the fifteenth of May, the baseball
team avenged an earlier defeat at the
hands of La Crosse TeacherS, by nosing
out the Wisconsinites by a 3-2 score. Don
Bolkcum's hurling and timely hitting
by the team produced the victory.

The team deserves a great deal of
credit for its remarkable comeback, but
also a great share must go to Dr. Galligan. Dr. Galligan took over the team
after it had lost its three initial tilts by
lopsided margins. In the remaining five
games, a marked improvement was
shown as the team proceeded to win
three out of the remaining five contests.
Don Bolkcom and Eldon Brandt, battery mates, also deserve much credit.
Bolkcom's pitching and Brandt's catching were a great incentive to the rest of
the players.
Graduating players are Brandt, Johnson, and Eastin. This small number indicates that a good foundation will be
left for next year's nine.

BOLKCOM AND BRANDT

Roelofs, 141,
Commissioned
Lieutenant

Thursday, June 4, 1942

Dick Roth, a first year man, did a
fine job of running the half mile and
took second in that event. Dick should
be due for a big year next year.
Other point getters were: Gordy
Hansen, fourth in the low hurdles; Bob
Anderson, fourth in the 100 and 220,
and the half mile relay team of Anderson,
Hansen, De Lano, and Ready, which
took a third.
All the boys have worked hard this
year and deserve a lot of credit. Some
of them will not receive letters, but all
have gotten valuable training for the
years to come. We should take our hats
off to a fellow like Maurice Kruse, who,
although he did not get enough points
to earn a letter, stayed out all season,
and was one of the most diligent trainers
on the squad. We could all learn a
lesson from him.

~fOeKf gtOppet 5
Debbie
A new kind of sun glasses have
come out recently. Doctors recommend them as good for your eyes.
Safely recommends them because
they cut out glare without hampering your vision. They are called
Poloroid glasses, and can be had
at Choate's for only $1.95.
Vacation time is play time, and
playing will be more .fun in one of
those new sunsuits from Steven son's. They come in all colors and
styles. They're also showing a lot
of lastex and cotton dress-maker
bathing suits styled after the Calif ornia modes.
June is the month for weddings,
and no wedding is complete without
flowers. Seibrecht's not only
decorate for weddings, they have
anything you could ask for in the
way of bridal bouquets and shoulder
corsages for the bridesmaids. Regardless of what kind of wedding
you plan, you will find the right
flowers here.
White shoes are essential to your
summer wardrobe. You'll find sandals, ties, and pumps with low,
medium or high heels at Stevenson's shoe department. Some of
the shoes are trimmed with nail
heads or bows. Spectators and other
colored and white combinations are
also being shown.
Keep in the swim with a new
Jantzen velvalour bathing suit.
These suits look like velvet and have
built in figure control. The newest
thing in bathing suits seems to be
the sweetheart 'neckline, the most
popular color is green. Jantzen
suits feature these points, and
Choate's feature Jantzen suits.

The yearly awards for women students in physical education were announced in chapel this morning. Deserving members who have earned 1000
points for various activities, and who
are entitled to a letter are: Doris Johnson, Ann Martin, and Cordelia Lundquist. Girls who have earned at least
600 points and who have received their
emblems are Helen Borger, Carmen
Spande, Stella Harris and Leona Halstenrud.
The concluding team sport of the
season was softball. The tournament
was completed with Dorothy Engel's
team defeating Ann Martin's. Members
of the winning team include Jean Jetson,
Betty Busch, Cordelia Lundquist, Lorraine Casby, Dorothy Neuman, Ruth
Gast, Elaine Strand, and Evelyn Zimdars.

Students Given
Chance to Join
Army Air Corps
All men students between 18-25 years
of age who have maintained a C average
in college have an opportunity to enlist
in the Army Air Corps as a cadet for
officers training or on a deferred basis.
The deferred basis is recommended for
college students who want to continue
their education. If they remain in school
and keep in good standing, they are
privileged to finish four years of college.
However, the army makes the reservation that incase of a major emergency
they may be called into service.
There are two branches open to cadet
training: air officers or ground officers.
Both branches require rigid mental and
physical examinations. One special requirement for ground officers' training is
that the student upon application must
have the required subjects set up for
the area.
Mr. Jackson is the faculty air force
advisor and for any further information
students are urged to see him.

McVEY'S
ICE CREAM SHOP
DINNERS – LUNCHES
Our meal ticket saves you 10%
We take pride in
SERVING GOOD FOOD
451 Huff St.

Dial 4808

Those winning football letters were:
seniors—Eldon Brandt, Romaine Foss,
Bob Eastin, Charles Sulack, Joe Flynn,
Joe Clawson, Ronnie Johnson, and
Charles Duncanson: juniors—Alden Mc
Cutchan, Lloyd Schmidt, Fred Solberg,
Gordon Hansen, and Douglas DeLano;
sohpomores—Sylvester Fritz, Bruce
Montgomery, Dick Tra.xler, Bob Novotny, Bernhard Bartel, Richard Ashley,
and Al Hungerford; freshmen—Laurel
Wager, Childs Campbell, Jim Corry,
and Dick Donald.
The nine basketball letter winners
were: seniors—Charles Duncanson, Romaine Foss, and Bob Eastin; juniors—
Bill Raymond; freshmen—Wayne fannel, George Klemm, Maurice McGrew,
Charles Reps, and Lyle Ready.
Those awarded in track were: juniors
— Douglas Delano, Gordon Hansen,
Lloyd Schmidt, Alden McCutchan, and
Gilbert Haesley; sophomores—Bob Novotny and Bruce Montgomery; freshmen—Philip Schwab, Lyle Ready, Bob
Anderson, Dick Roth, and Stanley
Young.
Baseball produced these ten lettermen:
seniors—Eldon Brandt and Ronnie Johnson; juniors—Don McConochie; sophomores—Sylvester Fritz, Ed Bentrup,
Don Bolkcom, and Bernhard Bartel;
freshmen — Childs Campbell, Wayne
Kannel, and Paul Qualy.
William Raymond was awarded a
letter for tennis.
These athletes were honored on award
day, Thursday, May 28. The seniors
will receive and cherish their honors for
many years. The underclassmen will
look forward to further participation in
Warrior sports.

FACTS ABOUT
NAVY V-I at
WINONA S. T. C.
The Navy's V-1 Plan

under which Freshmen and Sophomores from 17 through
19 years of age can continue their
courses and prepare to become officers
in the Naval Reserve has been accepted by our school. Hundreds of
colleges and universities are backing
the Navy's V-1 program, and thousands of students in other schools have
already enlisted under this plan.
Only 80,000 men will be accepted
annually for this training, but the
Navy wants these men to be fully
acquainted with all V-1 details before
enlistment. Many questions have been
asked. In this column we will answer
those most frequently asked and in
addition carry informative articles
covering all phases of V-1 activities.
Some questions asked are:
Q. I am a sophomore and will be 20 years
old next month. Can I enlist in V-1?
A. Yes. If you have not yet reached
20 and you are otherwise qualified,
you're eligible.
Q. When the war ends, do Ifitay in the
Service?
A.

TYPEWRITER CO.
SALES - SERVICE - RENTALS
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Phone 5222

WEAR CLEAN CLOTHES

lednarlamig4retha
201 East Third St. Phone 2175

Under V-1, you enlist in the Naval
Reserve. As an enlisted man or as an
officer, you may be released from
active duty as soon as possible after
the war is over.
Q. Will the Navy pay my tuition and other
expenses while I am still in college under
the V-1 plan?

A. No. Navy pay does not start until
you are assigned to active duty.
*
Q. What is the citizenship requirement for
acceptance for V-1?

The Acquainted Students
Go To

Settaffer's
CLEANERS & LAUNDERERS
3030 — Phone — 2888

A. Applicants for V-1 must have been
citizens for at least 10 years before the
date of application.

Those interested in this Navy
v-1 program should see or write
to Dr. 0. Mykihg Mehus, president of the Winona State Teachers College, or Mr. M. E.
MacDonald, Dean of Men at
the college.

